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About this Report
Samsung Engineering has published annual sustainability 
reports to transparently disclose our sustainability management 
strategies, major activities and performance and to actively 
communicate with stakeholders. This is our ninth sustainability 
report.

Reporting Period

This report covers Samsung Engineering’s performance and 
activities from January to December 2019. As for some topics 
of significance, this report includes data as recent as May 2020. 
When necessary, it also provides trends in time series utilizing 
data from the three most recent fiscal years (from January 2017 
to December 2019).

Reporting Boundary and Scope

In principle, we aimed to report on all aspects of Samsung 
Engineering’s domestic and overseas business areas (including 
project sites) as well as those of our subsidiaries in accordance 
with the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) standards for the 
reporting boundary and scope. Supplier performance data was 
also included for some data, which is separately stated.

Reporting Content

This report is written in accordance with the sustainability 
management framework pursued by Samsung Engineering. 
It is structured in two parts: “Sustainability Values” mainly 
describes our new corporate culture’s core values, which are 
the foundation of our business operation; “Sustainability Facts 
& Figures” contains our pledges to the stakeholders and major 
performance in each sector, governance, ethics & compliance, 
risk management, employees, local community, supply chain 
and environment. 

Reporting Principles and Credibility

We comply with the core options of GRI Standards 100-400. 
Also, the transparency and objectivity of the contents were 
assured by a third party that has no vested interest in the 
company (Refer to Third Party’s Assurance Statement, p.82-83).

Sustainability  
Facts & Figures 48

This report is produced in interactive PDF format, and you 
can move to relevant pages within this report or go to related 
web pages.
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Message from the CEO

Dear valued stakeholders,

I would like to express my deepest gratitude for your unwavering support and 
encouragement towards Samsung Engineering.

In 2019, we enhanced our competitiveness and laid the foundation for a stable business operation. The 
hydrocarbon sector’s operating profit is in the black for the first time in seven years. The industrial and 
environmental sector achieved its business goals through relentless effort to enhance productivity and innovate. 
With the stable financial foundation, we have recovered our credit rating and enhanced our standing in the market.

However, our external environment is expected to become more unfavorable to us due to the global economic 
recession after COVID-19. This year, Samsung Engineering is determined to turn the crisis into opportunity and 
grow into a global top EPC company by enhancing our basic engineering capability, engaging in technological 
innovation and making the EPC (Engineering, Procurement and Construction) business resemble the manufacturing 
business. 

By receiving EPC projects from our FEED (Front End Engineering Design) projects and continuing to win projects 
from our clients, we will do our best to achieve this year’s business goals. In addition, we will focus on digital 
transformation to fundamentally enhance our competitiveness. We will question all our work methods and apply 
new digital technologies to dramatically improve our productivity and efficiency. Also, we will make the EPC 
business resemble the manufacturing business and establish a stable project execution system. Above all, based 
on our belief, “Safety is our top priority, and quality is our promise to the clients,” we will give the highest priority to 
safety and quality while implementing all our strategies and operating our business.   

As a global corporate citizen, Samsung Engineering strives to realize not only economic value from our business 
activities but also social value for co-prosperity. In 2015, the UN SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) were 
introduced to provide a guideline for growing together with the stakeholders in the long term. Accordingly, under 
the new social contribution vision of “Together for Tomorrow! Enabling People!” we are engaging in diverse social 
contribution programs including adolescent education programs like Eco-generation and Junior Engineering 
Academy, Global Hope Library program in regions where we execute our projects and other scholarship programs. 
Also, we operate our business based on respect for human rights by introducing pledges to implement a culture of 
mutual respect and continuously checking the well-being and safety of our site employees, and provide financial 
and non-financial support to our suppliers to share growth with them. Moreover, we are well aware of the hazards 
of climate change that the world faces and are making various efforts into strengthening our eco-friendly business 
model and reducing our sites’ impact on the environment. 

As we mark our 50th anniversary this year, we aim to transform our company to become a top EPC service provider 
with the world’s best technology. We wish to further grow as a company to serve another half-century and beyond 
by drawing on our strength and experience from overcoming challenges and crises. In this process, we will focus 
on transparency and integrity in our interaction and communication with our stakeholders.

I would like to kindly ask for your continued support. 

Thank you.
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As we mark our 50th anniversary this year, 

we aim to transform our company to become 

a top EPC service provider with the world’s best technology. 

We wish to further grow as a company to serve 

another half-century and beyond by drawing on our strength 

and experience from overcoming challenges and crises. 

In this process, we will focus on transparency and integrity 

in our interaction and communication with our stakeholders.

Sung An Choi
President & CEO



Company 
Name Samsung Engineering, Co., Ltd.

Year of 
Foundation 1970

CEO Sung An Choi

No. of 
Employees 5,789

Location
26, Sangil-ro 6-gil, Gangdong-gu, 
Seoul, Korea

Samsung Engineering  
at a Glance

Samsung Engineering is an EPC company providing 
comprehensive solutions in all sectors of the plant business 
based on accumulated technological competence, ample 
experience and talented employees. For half a century, we 
have successfully executed over 1,000 projects around the 
world including the Middle East, Asia, Americas and Europe 
with our exceptional services and are recognized as a 
competent company in the world through relentless effort to 
enhance client value and achieve perfect quality. 

In 2019, Samsung Engineering declared a new corporate culture value system. Under our vision and slogan, 
we introduced four core values and eight practices and are engaging in phase-by-phase activities to spread the 
value system. 

Human resources, technology and contribution to a better global society are Samsung’s raison d'être and 
ultimate goals. We are determined to devote our human resources and technology to create superior products 
and services and contribute to a better global society. 

Overview Corporate 
Culture 

Philosophy
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Samsung Engineering 
Corporate Culture Value System

 

Global Top Engineering-based 
Project Management Company

Samsung Philosophy

Samsung Values

Samsung Business  
Principles

03

We respect customers,
shareholders and employees.

04

We care for the environment,
health and safety.

Change

05

We are a socially responsible 
corporate citizen.

IntegrityExcellence

01

We comply with laws and 
ethical standards.

02

We maintain a clean 
organizational culture.

People

We will devote our human resources and 
technology to create superior products 

and services, thereby contributing to  
a better global society. 

Co-prosperity
Core Values

Practices

Directions

Expertise

Culture based on 
technological competence 

We build capabilities to win 
the competition

We solve problems with 
technological competence 

Accountability

Culture based on 
adherence to the basics

Safety is the first principle 
of management

We deliver perfect quality 
to clients

Teamwork

Culture based on respect 
and collaboration

We respect each
other

We produce greater result 
through collaboration 

Innovation

Culture leading 
innovation

We think out of the box to 
foster new approaches

We put our words
into action

Vision

Slogan



Business Value Creation

Samsung Engineering is expanding business across the engineering industry from refinery, gas, petrochemicals 
and upstream to power, industrial and environmental facilities. In addition, we are providing optimized services 
to clients from initial project planning and feasibility studies to engineering, procurement, construction and 
operation & maintenance. 

Business Sectors 

In 2019, Samsung Engineering recorded KRW 7 trillion in new orders, KRW 6,368 billion in revenue and KRW 
386 billion in operating profit, exceeding the annual forecast. Especially, the operating profit increased 87 
percent compared to the previous year.

Business 
Areas

Financial 
Performance 
in 2019
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Based on the overseas network of 16 countries including the US and those in Asia and the Middle East, 
Samsung Engineering is responding to the rapidly changing global business environment (as of Mar. 2020).

Global 
Network

Mexico
Grupo Samsung Ingenieria Mexico, 
S.A. De C.V.

Bolivia
Samsung Engineering Bolivia S.A.

US
Samsung Engineering America Inc.

Americas

Europe & CIS

Italy
Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd. 
Milano Office

Hungary
Samsung Engineering Hungary Ltd.

Asia

Malaysia
Samsung Engineering (Malaysia) 
Sdn. Bhd.

Indonesia
PT Samsung Engineering Indonesia 
Co., Ltd.

Vietnam
Samsung Engineering Vietnam  
Co., Ltd.

India
Samsung Engineering India Private 
Ltd.

China
Samsung Engineering  
Construction (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Thailand
Samsung Engineering (Thailand) 
Co., Ltd.

Middle East & Africa

Saudi Arabia
Samsung Engineering Saudi Arabia 
Co., Ltd.

UAE
Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd.  
Abu Dhabi Office

Algeria
Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd. 
Algeria Office

Iraq
Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd.  
Iraq Office

Kuwait
Samsung Engineering Co., Ltd. 
Kuwait Office

Environmental

•  Sewage Treatment
• Wastewater Treatment
• Water Treatment 
• Water Reuse

• Ultrapure Water
• Desalination
• Air Pollution Prevention
• Waste Treatment

Industrial

• Semiconductor
• Display
• Battery
• Electronic Components
• Tire

• Pharmaceutical (Bio)
• Metallurgy
• Steel
• Food

Power

•  Coal-fired
 •  Oil-fired
•  Gas-fired (Simple Cycle, Combined Cycle)
•  CHP (Combined Heat & Power Plant)

Oil & Gas Processing

•  Gas Processing & Treating (GOSP, GSP)
•  LNG (Liquefaction, Regasification)
•  Pipelines
•  Offshore

Refinery

•  Distillation (CDU, VDU)
•  Hydrotreating
•  Cracking & Coking (Hydrocracker, Delayed Coker)
•  U&O (Utility & Offsite)

Petrochemicals

•  Naphtha·Ethane·Propane Cracking
• Ethylene 
• Propylene
• Aromatics

• Fertilizers
• Polymers 
• U&O (Utility & Offsite)

Hydrocarbon Industrial & Environmental

Services

Feasibility Study & 
Financing

Transportation & 
Installation

Engineering

Commissioning

Procurement

Operation & 
Maintenance

Construction

Project 
Management

(Unit: KRW in billions)◆ Operating Profit
■ Industrial & Environmental Revenue
■ Hydrocarbon Revenue

6,368
3,490

2,878

5,480

3,315

2,165

201920182017

5,536

3,430

2,106

386

206

47

No. of Projects

1,474
No. of Countries

43

Order BacklogNew Orders

7.0KRW trillion 14.2KRW trillion

*  Revenue, operating profit, new orders and order backlog are on a consolidated basis. The numbers of projects and countries are 
cumulative.
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The Beginning of History

1970

•  Foundation of  
Korea Engineering

1978

•  Samsung Group’s acquisition  
of Korea Engineering  
(currently Samsung Engineering)

1987

•  Establishment of the 
technology research 
center

Major Projects ● Client   ● Location   ● Completion   ● Awarded

1983

•  Designated as technology center in 
Samsung Group in the meeting of CEOs 

1985

•  Establishing the first overseas office 
(Jakarta)

1980s

•  Executing large petrochemical plants 
and various industrial projects for food & 
beverages, IT and water treatment

Economic Performance Social Performance

1988

•  Implementing programs to train future  
PMs and trainings for all employees by 
position level

Environmental Performance

1975

•  Entering the environmental business with 
the nationwide water-pathway relocation 
project, then expanding into sewage 
treatment

1986

•  Designated as examination institution  
specializing in energy and creating the  
Energy Diagnosis Team, engaging in  
the energy management diagnosis and  
energy rationalization business

Distillation Plant Project for Korea Oil 
Corporation1) 
 
This first project laid the foundation to 
independently execute projects through  
the accumulated expertise and systematic  
training gained from this job.

Indonesia EO/EG Project 
   

This large-size ethylene glycol project with  
an annual production capacity of 80,000 tons 
marks a milestone in winning large-scale 
projects from overseas.

● PT. Prima Ethycolindo
● Merak, Indonesia
● 1988

● Korea National Oil Corp.
● Ulsan, Korea
● 1972

Founded in 1970 with the Korean government’s initiative to foster the heavy 
chemical industry for the country’s development and growth, Samsung Engineering 
(originally Korea Engineering) started out as an engineering firm and wrote 
the history of Korea’s plant industry through the execution of various projects. 
Especially, after the acquisition by Samsung Group, Samsung Engineering played 
an important role in Korea’s industrialization by executing large petrochemical 
plants and industrial facilities for food & beverages, IT and water treatment, and 
firmly established itself as a comprehensive EPC contractor. 

50-year Sustainability History

1) Currently SK Innovation
2) Currently Samsung Electronics

Clean Room Project for Samsung 
Semiconductor Communication2)’s  
Giheung Plant

First semiconductor project executed after 
diversifying business portfolio to become  
a comprehensive engineering company.

● Samsung Semiconductor Communication
● Yongin, Korea
● 1984
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Tasnee Ethylene Project

The world’s largest ethylene plant project  
at the time. We shortened the schedule and 
recorded zero quality and safety issues.

● The National Industrialization Company 
● Jubail, Saudi Arabia
● 2008

1991

•  Renaming the company 
Samsung Engineering

1996

•  First IPO in the 
engineering industry

2006

•   Foundation of  
a global office 
in India (SEI)

2008

•   Foundation of the  
global engineering center  
in Houston, US

Yongin Sewage Treatment BTO Project 

Thanks to the eco-friendly construction 
method and ideas considering the welfare of 
the residents, we won the East Asia Project 
Innovation Award from the International Water 
Association in 2008.

● Yongin City
● Yongin, Korea
● 2010

PTT GSP-6 Project

By achieving 19 million manhours without 
incidents and completing the project within 
26 months, we won the Distinguished Project 
Award from the US Project Management 
Institute in 2011.

● PTT Public Company Ltd.
● Rayong, Thailand
● 2010

1) It uses clay as filtering material and can perform biological decomposition and filtering at the same time. 
2) It uses carriers whose surface is treated to become hydrophilic. It increases the concentration of microorganisms in the bioreactor and reduces the hydraulic retention time. 
3) It is a biotreatment technology using membrane filtration. It can retain microorganisms in high concentration and reduce the size of the site.
4) We developed it in collaboration with Lotte Fine Chemical. It diagnoses and optimizes the formic acid manufacturing process to increase the yield rate and reduce the cost of reactors.
5) It is about development of reformer technology for producing synthetic gas (CO, H2) and enables organic interaction between reformers and heat transmission without external heat source.
6) With the collaboration with Lotte Fine Chemical, we developed ECH source technology, reactor modeling and hypersaline and non-biodegradable wastewater treatment technology.

Building Growth  
Momentum
Starting from Thailand in 1993, Samsung Engineering entered the global market  
including Malaysia, China and India. We enhanced our competitiveness through  
perfect quality, positioned ourselves as a global engineering company and  
expanded our global network through innovation and business diversification.  
Also, to fulfill our responsibility as a corporate citizen, we have relentlessly  
engaged in activities to share growth with diverse stakeholders including  
social contribution and environmental protection activities. 

Major Projects ● Client   ● Location   ● Completion   ● Awarded

1994

•  Acquiring quality management system  
(ISO 9001) certification and declaring 
quality-based management

1996

•  Achieving KRW 1 trillion in new orders and 
revenue, the first in the industry in Korea

2003

•  The first project risk assessment  
by the dedicated organization

2009

•  Achieving KRW 10 trillion in new orders  
and KRW 4 trillion in revenue 

Major technological achievements

•  Technologies applied to wastewater 
treatment facilities, including BIOFIL1) 
process, SM carrier2) and SEMBR3)

•  Formic acid manufacturing4) process, 
low energy consuming synthetic gas 
manufacturing5), ECH manufacturing 
process technology6)

Economic Performance

1992

•  Launching the regional specialist program 
and dispatching the first specialist to 
Malaysia

1996

•  Starting Eco-generation, a volunteer 
program providing education on 
environment

2005

•  Acquiring safety and health management 
system (OHSAS 18001) certification

2009

•  The KORAIL Gyeongchun Railway Line 
No.4 Project site won the top prize in the 
construction civil category in the 17th Safety 
Management Awards hosted by the Ministry 
of Employment and Labor and Maeil 
Business Newspaper

Social Performance

1991

•  Opening the first environmental technology 
R&D center in the private sector in Korea

1994

•  Launching Green Office Campaign, 
registered as energy saving company and 
ranking No. 1 in the Ministry of Environment’s 
survey of construction of facilities preventing 
environmental pollution

1996

•  Acquiring environment management system 
(ISO 14001) certification

2008

•  Starting to recycle waste heat from Cheonan 
Incinerator

2010 Upgrading environment management

•  Managing GHG emissions with GMS 
(Greenhouse gas Management System) 
and starting independent verification

•  Onsite environment management with EMS 
(Environmental Management System)

•  The GEC construction site at Sangil-dong was 
certified as eco-friendly construction site by 
Maekyung Safety & Environment Institute

•  Environmental education for all employees 
(basics of environment management)

Environmental Performance



2011-2020
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Sonatrach Skikda Refinery Project

In the short 75-day shutdown period, we 
successfully connected the expanded plant  
to the existing one through modularization  
and achieved 66 million safe manhours.

● Sonatrach 
● Skikda, Algeria
● 2015

2012

•  Completion of and relocation 
to the new headquarters 
building in Sangil-dong

Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek P1 Project

We won and executed the EPC of utility1) supply 
facilities and environmental management facilities 
for wastewater treatment, ultrapure water supply 
and air pollution prevention for the world’s largest 
semiconductor production line of Samsung 
Electronics.

● Samsung Electronics
● Pyeongtaek, Korea
● 2018

Lotte Chemical MEG-1 Project

We manufactured in advance 30 percent of 
the total quantity and improved construction 
methods to prevent onsite safety incidents.  
In this way, we greatly reduced onsite working 
hours and achieved 9 months without incidents.

● Lotte Chemical Louisiana LLC.
● Lake Charles, US
● 2018

Aspiring to Best-in-Class
Samsung Engineering’s new era began with the relocation of the headquarters  
to Sangil-dong in 2012. We are enhancing our project execution competitiveness  
by making the EPC business resemble the manufacturing business and pre-defining  
design specifications, and making various efforts to improve our fundamentals in  
winning new orders. Also, we are upgrading our ethics and compliance management and 
devoting our energy into achieving sustainable management by enhancing eco-friendliness 
in all our business operation to win trust from various stakeholders including our clients.

2012 Eco-friendliness certification of
the headquarters in Sangil-dong 

•  LEED Gold Level (US Green Building 
Council), KGBCC Excellence level (Ministry 
of Land, Transport and Maritime Affairs, 
Ministry of Environment), Grade 1 in 
building energy efficiency (Ministry of Land, 
Transport and Maritime Affairs, Ministry of 
Knowledge Economy, Korea Institute of  
Civil Engineering and Building Technology)

2013-2015

•  Green Partnership Agreement with the 
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy

2016-2019 Winning prizes in Construction 
Environment Management Contest

•  2016, Samsung Electronics Hwaseong Air 
Pollution Prevention Facility Retrofit Project 
(energy reduction with GHG reduction 
technology using catalysts), Samsung 
Electronics Pyeongtaek P1 Wastewater 
Treatment Project (realizing an eco-friendly site), 
Samsung Electronics Seoul National University 
R&D Center Project (waste reduction)

•  2017, Samsung Biologics Edison Phase-3 
Project (improving waste lacquer recovery 
box), Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek P1 
Ultrapure Water System Project  
(no use of hazardous materials)

•  2018, ADNOC Refining Waste Heat 
Recovery Project (GHG reduction)

•  2019, Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek  
P2 Wastewater Treatment Project  
(waste reduction)

Constructing GHG-reducing plants

•  2013, Samsung Electronics LCD SF6 
Abatement Plant and CDM Project

•  2016, Samsung Electronics Hwaseong Air 
Pollution Prevention Facility Retrofit Project

•  2019, Samsung Electronics Suwon Solar 
Energy Generation Project

 

2012

•  Issuing Samsung Engineering’s first 
sustainability report 

•  Acquiring safety and health management 
system (KOSHA 18001) certification

2013

•  Eco-generation won the Award of Excellence 
in the CSR category hosted by Platts, an 
information service leader in the energy 
business and subsidiary of the publishing 
group, McGraw-Hill

2015

•  Establishing the 10 Safety Golden Rules, 
winning the Minister of Public Safety and 
Security Prize in the 14th Korea Safety  
Award

2016

•  Declaration of commitment to UN SDGs 
and effort to achieve the goals

2019 Upgrading safety management 

•  Opening Safety Training Center at the 
GEC5), the headquarters, in Sangil-dong

•  Improving safety culture with IIF (Incident  
and Injury Free) program

•  Innovation effort to prevent incidents at 
closed space with new technologies and 
methods, winning a prize in Samsung 
Safety and Environment Award hosted by 
Samsung Group

2019

•  Establishment and declaration 
of the new corporate culture 
value system

Major Projects ● Client   ● Location   ● Completion   ● Awarded

Economic Performance Social Performance Environmental Performance

Winning Quality Awards hosted by MEED,  
a Middle Eastern economic magazine

•  2012, Bahrain BAPCO LBOP Project, 
selected as Oil & Gas Project of the Year

•  2013, Saudi Arabia Ma’aden Ammonia Project, 
selected as Oil & Gas Project of the Year

•  2014, UAE Fertil-2 Ammonia/Urea Project, 
selected as Oil & Gas Project of the Year

•  2015, Bahrain Muharraq STP Project, 
selected as Sustainable Project of the Year

•  2017, Saudi Arabia Aramco Shaybah NGL 
Project, selected as Mega Project of the Year 

•  2018, UAE ADNOC Refining RRE Package 
#3 U&O Project, selected as Oil & Gas 
Project of the Year

•  2019, UAE ADNOC Refining Carbon Black & 
Delayed Coker (CBDC) Project, selected as 
Oil & Gas Project of the Year

Upgrading compliance & ethics 
management

•  Operating an independent compliance 
support organization

•  Regular compliance inspection in the 
headquarters and global offices

•  Ethics and compliance education at least 
once a year for all employees in Korea and 
overseas, special broadcasting on compliance, 
compliance magazine and newsletter

•  Operating Legal Support System (LSS) and 
whistleblowing system

•  Establishing collusion-prevention guidelines 
to manage collusion risks

Major technological achievements

•  SEDION-Hyper technology2), room 
temperature DeNOx technology3), technology 
to reuse hydrofluoric acid wastewater4) 

1) Water, electricity, air and steam required for manufacturing semiconductors
2) Catalysts that remove hydrogen peroxide created in the UV-oxidation process in the ultrapure water production system
3) Technology removing NOx, which causes fine dust, with ozone and chemicals at room temperature
4) System technology combining condensation, precipitation, separation membrane and activated carbon to reuse hydrofluoric acid wastewater for ultrapure water
5) Global Engineering Center



Governance
• Organization dedicated to supporting the Audit Committee

• Independent directors’ visits to project sites

Ethics & 
Compliance

• Education on compliance for all employees 

• Insurance for personal information protection compensation

Risk 
Management

•  New risk management education for employees whose work is related to risk management 
and those in charge of managing project risks

Employees
•  More policies to support the work-life balance and informal meetings for those subject to 

maternity protection

•  Smart health management system with smart phones

Local 
Community

• Junior Engineering Academy

• Global Hope Libraries in Thailand and Vietnam

Supply Chain
•  Assessment of organizations related to safety and environment, manuals and certifications 

when selecting suppliers

• Selection of excellent suppliers as GPA suppliers and provision of incentives

Environment
• Ecological management plan to protect biodiversity

• Waste reduction in projects with modularization in major disciplines
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2019 Sustainability Highlights  
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Samsung Engineering is engaging in systematic sustainability activities with “Sustainability Values,” based on our four corporate culture 
core values, and “Sustainability Facts & Figures,” categorized based on sustainability areas. Through these efforts, we share growth 
with our key stakeholders and contribute to achieving UN SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals), which the global community must 
achieve by 2030. 

Sustainability Areas 2019 Key Sustainability Activities Stakeholders’ Expectations Key Performance Indexes Value Creation & Distribution

Safety
•  Mobile app to manage and analyze data to prevent safety incidents at the sites,  

onsite safety audits

•  Safety Training Center at Global Engineering Center (GEC)

Quality
•  Preemptive quality prevention system

•  Quality education for employees, suppliers and onsite workers

•  Customer satisfaction survey for 19 projects and 64 clients 

Capability 
Management

•  New training programs such as TLC (Team Leader Course) and SLC (Self Leader Course)

•  Upgrade of experience asset (best practices and lessons learned) management 

R&D
•  Robot joining inside of FRP1) round ducts, the world’s first construction safety robot

•  New eco-friendly technologies and materials for wastewater treatment

Corporate Culture 
& Human Rights

•  Company-wide Value Workshops to spread the new corporate culture value system

•  Employees’ pledges for a culture of mutual respect

Sharing 
Growth

•  Support for K-SURE Vendor Fair and six job fairs for suppliers 

•  Prize award to excellent construction managers and informal meetings for better 
communication

Digital  
Transformation

•  Establishment of a new execution model based on innovation of execution methods and 
digital transformation

Entry into New 
Businesses & 

Process Innovation

•  Business expansion to FEL (Front-End Loading)

•  GLPM (Global Project Lifecycle Management) system, a combination of the existing ERP 
and 3D modeling
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1) FRP: Fiber Reinforced Plastic 1) The sum of salaries, bonuses, retirement benefits and fringe benefit expenses
2) The sum of expenses for design outsourcing, equipment & materials and construction
3) Consolidated interest expenses
4) The sum of consolidated corporate income tax (excluding subsidiaries with corporate tax income) and social contribution expenses
5) We corrected the data due to errors in the previous report

Accountability

Expertise

Teamwork

Innovation

Clients
Companies awarding 

projects to 
Samsung Engineering

Link to UN SDGs

Employees
Employees and 

executives of 
Samsung Engineering

Suppliers
Partners including vendors, 
subcontractors and detailed 

engineering companies

 

Local Communities
Local communities, 

civic groups and the media  
in the area of

Samsung Engineering’s 
business operation

Shareholders & Investors
Samsung Engineering 

shareholders and 
investors

91.5
Quality Goal

(%)

Internal KPI calculated with 
performance indexes related to 

quality management

165,809 
Total Education Hours

(hours)

Total hours of employees’ participation 
in education programs

24

Amount of financial assistance to 
suppliers

(KRW in billions)

Loans without interest

5,018

Hours of 
Volunteer Activities

(hours)

Total hours of 
employees’ participation 

in volunteer activities

39,054

GHG 
Emissions

(tCO2e)

Direct and indirect 
GHG emissions

2018: 5,480
2017: 5,536

6,368
Revenue

(KRW in billions)

2018: 783
2017: 867

827
Personnel Expenses1)

(KRW in billions)

2018: 3,856
2017: 4,037

4,594

Outsourcing  
Expenses2)

(KRW in billions)

2018: 42
2017: 25

16
Interest Expenses3)

(KRW in billions)

107

Corporate Income Tax and  
Social Contribution Expenses

(KRW in billions)

2018: 101
2017: 24

8

Environmental Management  
and R&D Expenses

(KRW in billions)

2018: 12
2017: 165)

•  Support for recruitment 
and education

•  Strengthened 
communication

•  More active 
communication with 
shareholders

•  Improvement of  
working environment

•  Promotion of 
communication with 
employees

•  Social contribution 
activities tailored to 
the needs of local 
communities

•  Disclosure of 
environmental and  
social information

•  Enhancement of plant 
quality

•  Safety management

•  Technological innovation

•  Strengthening of  
long-term partnership 
with clients

Continuous communication with 
shareholders and active disclosure of 

information on governance

2019 excellent company disclosing 
information selected by  

Korea Exchange
Qualitative assessment of 

disclosure infrastructure, IR events  
and governance disclosure and  
quantitative assessment such as  

no. of disclosure cases
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Sustainability Management Framework Accountability Expertise Teamwork Innovation

Selection of Material IssuesStep. 3

Issue Analysis and Materiality Test   Based on the 
analysis, we performed the materiality test about 
the issues’ impact on and relevance to Samsung 
Engineering’s sustainability management.

Step. 2

Stakeholders & Communication Channels Reflection into Management Policies

Clients • Client portal site
•  Business divisions, sales and 

marketing channels
•  Client satisfaction surveys

• Managing quality issues on the company level  
• Holding integrated quality gates

•  Strengthening prevention activities in  
each stage

• Launching health & safety campaigns at sites  
• Identifying and applying innovative ideas related to construction safety

• Operating global offices and dispatching personnel
• Operating communication networks with clients through global offices

Employees • SAU Council
• Employee satisfaction surveys
• Intranet / informal meetings
•  Broadcasting, newsletters and 

campaigns

• Improving working environment in the headquarters and sites in Korea and overseas 
• Listening to various grievances of employees and making improvements

• Change Agents
•  Encouraging the use of SAU Council website

•  Collecting employees’ opinions through 
SCI (Samsung Culture Index) surveys

Suppliers • Education and support
•  Regular informal meetings and 

seminars

•  Securing talents and enhancing capabilities of the suppliers’ 
employees

• Providing information on job fairs and recruitment websites  

• Online / offline education

• Communicating with suppliers • Participating in outside marathon events 

Shareholders & 
Investors

• General shareholders’ meeting
• IR activities
• Public announcements

• Attending conferences held by Korean and global securities firms
• Actively disclosing key management information
• Disclosing performance data on the website

Local 
Communities

• Official website / media
• Global offices
•  Regional specialists and  

market surveys
• Social contribution activities

•  Social contribution activities for local communities in Korea and 
overseas

• Environmental and engineering education program for adolescents

•  Building Hope Libraries at countries where 
we execute projects

•  Responding to requests for disclosure of environmental and  
social information (from government agencies, NGOs,  
investment firms and media)

•  Publishing a Sustainability Report  
every year

Category Material Issues GRI Standards Topic Management Approach 

Accountability Enhancing safety and health Occupational Health and Safety 20-24

Ethics & 
Compliance

Ethical management and 
anti-corruption

Anti-corruption 54-57

Innovation
Entry into new businesses and 
markets

- 42-43, 47

Supply Chain
Strengthening suppliers’ 
sustainability management

Supplier Environmental Assessment, 
Supplier Social Assessment

68-69

Risk Management Preemptive risk management - 58-60

Environment Responding to climate change Energy, Emissions 70, 72-74

Teamwork Guaranteeing human rights Human Rights Assessment 34-35, 37-39

Innovation Process innovation - 42-47

Expertise
R&D and design in consideration  
of sustainability

- 28-29, 33

Accountability Quality management - 20-21, 25-27

Teamwork Respecting diversity of employees Diversity and Equal Opportunity 34-35, 37

Governance
Strengthening transparency and 
independence of governance

Governance 50-53

Environment Waste disposal and recycling Effluents and Waste, Water 70-71

Potential Issues

Energy use reduction and higher 
energy efficiency

Supplier support and communication

Fostering experts

Company-level social contribution

Creating stakeholder value and 
protecting their rights

Healthy corporate culture and 
employee benefits

Fair transaction

Fair performance evaluation and 
compensation

Responding to water risks

Managing hazardous materials

Preserving biodiversity

Transparent tax management

Business impacts 
and internal 

strategy 
priority

Evidence of
‘Relevance’

Impact on and 
pressure from 

stakeholders and 
society

Evidence of 
‘Impact’ Final Review 

by Teams in 
Charge

Sustainability 
Management 
Strategies

Materiality Test

To fulfill our social responsibilities in all our business operation, Samsung Engineering sets three 
major future directions and six major areas of sustainability management and continuously 
identifies and improves relevant issues. Also, for systematic implementation, our CSR Office, 
dedicated to sustainability management, promotes company-wide practice of sustainability 
management activities and files reports about progress and key issues to the management.

Every year, we identify the pool of sustainability issues relevant to us, assess their materiality and 
reflect them into our Sustainability Report. After the 2019 materiality test, we produced a pool of 
13 material issues. And after internal review, we decided on the reporting content including the 
boundary and scope of each issue and reporting period.

Development of Issue Pool   We analyzed our internal and external environment based on the global sustainability indicators, 
key issues in the industry and internal business issues, and produced a pool of 25 issues in economic, social and environmental 
sectors.

Step. 1

•  Vision and strategies: Review of 
2019/2020 business strategies and 
keywords in CEO Speeches

•  Impacts: Assessment of each issue’s 
impact on revenue, cost reduction, 
risk management and innovation 
opportunities 

•  Media research: Analysis of 1,165 articles related to Samsung Engineering in major media in Korea 
in 2019

•  Stakeholder survey: Assessment of interest in each issue of 711 stakeholders, including employees 
in Korea and overseas and outside experts  (performed between Feb. 17 and Feb. 21, 2020)   

•  Benchmarking of competitors: Analysis of issues of 9 top-tier companies and affiliates including 
those selected by DJSI World

•  Global standards: Review of sustainability standards and initiatives (including GRI, ISO 26000, DJSI, 
UNGC and SASB) 

•  Laws & regulations: Review of Korea’s laws and regulations related to sustainability issues 

Internal Environment Analysis External Environment Analysis

Fair performance evaluation 
and compensation

Creating stakeholder value 
and protecting their rights

Fair transaction

Energy use reduction and 
higher energy efficiency

Guaranteeing human rights

Relevance

Im
pa

ct

Ethical management and 
anti-corruption

Enhancing safety and health

Strengthening suppliers’ 
sustainability management

Respecting diversity of 
employees

Strengthening transparency 
and independence of 
governance

R&D and design in consideration of sustainability

Quality management

Preemptive risk management

Process innovation

Responding to climate change

Fostering experts

Responding to water risks

Managing hazardous materials

Preserving biodiversity

Transparent tax 
management

Supplier support and 
communication

Waste disposal and recycling

Healthy corporate culture 
and employee benefits

Entry into new businesses 
and markets

Company-level social 
contribution

Sustainability Management GovernanceSustainability Management Framework

•  Corporate 
Governance

•  Ethics & 
Compliance

•  Safety & 
Environment

•  Employees & 
Workplace

•  Supply Chain
•  Local Community

Future 
Directions

Areas

Responsible 
Growth

Respect for 
People and the 
Environment

Reliable 
Partnership

Management & BOD

CSR Office

Implementation & support

Back Offices Front Offices

Review & Approval

Issue identification & improvement, 
capability diagnosis, etc.



Practices Material Context

Link to UN SDGs

Boundary

ACCOUNTABILITY

As clients and countries around the world where we operate are 
tightening laws and regulations related to safety and health, the 
expectations for safety management are increasing. Also, the EPC 
business has diverse variables, and how well we manage quality 
directly leads to client satisfaction. In the global competition, 
which is getting fiercer in our industry, Samsung Engineering 
aims to fully meet our stakeholders’ demands and treats safety 
and quality management as the most basic elements in business 
operation. 

Our Approach

Culture based on adherence to the basics, where we strive to deliver perfect quality to 
clients with safety as top priority

At Samsung Engineering, we enhance our safety inspection and management systems according 
to work characteristics and operate various campaigns and safety training programs with the 
aim of promoting employees’ voluntary participation in safety management in order to improve 
our employees’ awareness. Also, we deliver perfect quality by managing quality issues on the 
company level and strengthening prevention activities in each phase—engineering, procurement, 
construction and commissioning—to comply with the schedules and maximize client value. 

We are executing the ADNOC Refining Crude Flexibility Project at the Ruwais Refinery, 
located 250 kilometers west from Abu Dhabi, the capital of the UAE. We are building 
new facilities including devices required to additionally refine Upper Zakum crude and 
upgrading the Ruwais Refinery West (RRW) Plant, designed to refine Murban crude 417,100 
BPSD1). As we expand and upgrade a large plant in this project, we comply with the basic 
standards and hold quality gates in each discipline to prevent quality issues and maintain 
high quality. We are meticulously managing quality in all project execution processes: In the 
engineering phase, we prevent simple errors and review whether to reflect experiences and 
knowhow from our past projects; In the procurement phase, we select verified suppliers; 
And in the construction phase, we establish and operate procedures to prevent reworks. 

In the Samsung Electronics Xian X2 Project, we are constructing utilities for semiconductor 
production and facilities for ultrapure water supply, wastewater treatment and reuse and 
air pollution prevention for Samsung Electronics at Xian, China. For thorough safety 
management, we approve onsite work and monitor the site 24/7 with mobile devices. And 
for work at closed space, which poses great risks, we approve work and check the workers 
in real time with the smart safety management system. In addition, we provide safety 
education and operate a safety training center by using the augmented reality technology. In 
particular, we offer visiting safety education to local workers and award prizes to those with 
excellent safety performance. Thanks to the meticulous safety management, we achieved 
20 million manhours without incidents from the commencement in 2017 to July 2019. Also, 
to improve quality at the site, we run the Quality School and Mock-up Room2) to enhance 
the construction quality of local workers, inspect new methods and items in which we do 
not have experience under the leadership of the headquarters and manage the quality of 
materials and equipment delivered to the site with cutting-edge inspection equipment. With 
these efforts, we scored 99 points in Samsung Electronics’ quality inspection and reduced 
the non-conformance rate more than 50 percent compared to similar projects in the past. 

Executing the Project 
in Full Compliance with 
the Quality Management 
Guidelines in All EPC 
Processes 
ADNOC Refining Crude 
Flexibility Project

Complying with Safety 
and Quality Standards 
at Sites to Achieve  
Zero Incident and 
Satisfy the Client
Samsung Electronics Xian  
X2 Project
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• Safety is the first principle of management

• We deliver perfect quality to clients

Clients Employees Supply Chain

Our Commitments

KPI Unit 2019 Performance 2020 Plan

Safety Leadership1) Level Level C Level B

Serious Incidents No. of cases 0 0

Quality Goal2) % 91.5 93.0

1) The levels are given according to the following.
 Level A: 90-100 points, Level B: 80-90 points, Level C: 70-80 points, Level D: Less than 70 points 
2) Internal KPI calculated with performance indexes related to quality management

1)  BPSD: Barrel Per Stream Day. Unit indicating 
refining capability. Annual handling amount 
divided by operation days.

2)  A space similar to the actual site built before 
the construction to verify the planned quality 
in advance Samsung Electronics Xian X2 Project site



Establishing 
Safety Culture

Safety Management Framework

To build a sustainable society with employees, clients, suppliers and local communities, Samsung 
Engineering creates a safe working environment with the goal of establishing a safety culture 
and achieving zero incident. In 2019, we introduced ISO 45001, the newly established safety 
and health management system, and strived to build a corporate culture where safety is the top 
priority by promoting participation of all employees and suppliers and enhancing leadership. 

Strengthening Safety Compliance in Project Sites

Preventing Safety Incidents at Sites    At Samsung Engineering, we operate the Daily S-Cycle 
program, which requires safety inspection every day according to the given procedures to enable 
all supervisors to fulfill their safety roles and responsibly manage safety in order to improve safety 
at the sites. Also, as guidelines for managing documents on safety inspection activities, we 
issue S-CAR (Safety-Corrective Action Request) for prompt identification and control of matters 
related to safety and health, such as unsafe actions and unsafe conditions of onsite employees, 
suppliers and workers. S-CAR is issued by supervisors, and every supervisor at the sites 
issues at least one S-CAR weekly. The active participation of supervisors in safety and health 
management enables us to promptly identify and prevent risks that may cause serious incidents 
and contributes to achieving zero incident and enhancing our value. In 2019, we developed and 
applied a mobile app for efficient data management and analysis so that we can register and 
view S-CAR and check the analysis, statistics and project performance with the app. 

S-CAR issue

Assessing Safety Levels of Sites    In 2019, Samsung Engineering performed safety audits at 33 
project sites (Korea: 17, overseas: 16). The audits included safety leadership assessment of PMs1), 
CMs2) and construction SIs3) of each project. In 2019, the improvement of the safety leadership led to 
the enhancement of onsite safety management in our sites in Korea and overseas.

Results of Safety Audits at Project Sites (Unit: Points)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Safety level at domestic sites 78 80 82

Safety level at overseas sites 73 76 79

Safety leadership at domestic sites 66 68 75

Safety leadership at overseas sites 64 67 72

1) PM: Project Manager
2) CM: Construction Manager
3) SI: Superintendent
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Identify safety 
issues

Issue 
S-CAR

Rectify issues 
and check

Include them into 
database and 
predict risks

Analyze 
S-CAR and share 

results

sites in Korea and 
overseas 

Safety audits at

33

Managing Incident Rates    In 2019, the exposure work hours of Samsung Engineering amounted 
to about 100 million MH. The LTIR includes incidents of our employees and those of our suppliers 
working at our project sites in Korea and overseas.

Incident Rates

Category 2017 2018 2019

LTIR1) 0.0303 0.0541 0.0518

LTIR (employees) 0 0.0047 0

LTIR (suppliers) 0.0303 0.0419 0.0518

1) LTIR (Lost Time Incident Rate) = Lost Time Injury / Manhour × 200,000

Internalizing Safety Culture on the Company Level

Safety Culture Consulting   Samsung Engineering has invested in safety programs and facilities 
to achieve zero incident but found limitations in correcting individuals’ awareness and actions, 
which are fundamental causes of many incidents. We decided that we needed a comprehensive 
and balanced development to enhance each employee’s safety awareness and motivate them to 
manage safety. This is why we introduced the IIF (Injury and Incident Free) safety program of JMJ, 
a global consulting firm. For 10 months from March 2019, we applied the safety culture program 
to our two project sites in Pyeongtaek for the first time. And as for overseas sites, we are applying 
the program to one single package in the UAE from July 2019. Through the effort, we plan to 
internalize safety leadership in all our employees and ultimately contribute to preventing safety 
incidents. 

Improving the Safety Training System for Employees   For efficient and effective safety training, 
Samsung Engineering conducted interviews and surveys to 3,032 employees in 2019. And 
we identified three demands: applying training methods focusing on participation instead of 
rote learning; enhancing effectiveness with the connection of online and offline programs; and 
strengthening infrastructure and programs to promote training. We reflected the result and re-
established our comprehensive safety training system. The new comprehensive safety training 
system focuses on enhancing our employees’ safety awareness and knowledge compared to 
that of the past and includes various training programs to enhance safety mindset and technical 
safety. Also, we matched 200 outside training programs to each job and position to provide 
effective and various education opportunities for our employees. 

The HPP (High Performing Projects)-IIF safety program, operated by  
JMJ, is a professional and systematic program that aims to build  

a safety culture through networking and communication, and enhance  
project performance. As of now, it greatly helped improve relationships  

and communication between construction and safety organizations  
and between our company and suppliers. And I believe it significantly  

contributes to enhancing safety awareness of all our employees. 

Experience in the safety culture program – ADNOC Refining Crude Flexibility Project, PM

(Unit: Number of S-CAR issued)

2017

2018

2019 92,355
90,610

50,929

Sustainability Management Framework Accountability Expertise Teamwork Innovation
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Major  
Process

Process  
Category

Process

Sub Process

Activity
(Based on GSOP4) Process, minimum work unit)

Enhancing Quality 
Management

Quality Management Philosophy

With the philosophy of delivering perfect quality to clients, Samsung Engineering strictly manages 
quality in every phase—engineering, procurement and construction—to produce outcomes 
satisfying our clients’ demands within the contract schedules. In addition, we devote our energy 
into enhancing the comprehensive EPC quality by using the comprehensive quality management 
system such as quality gates in order to minimize quality issues. 

Directions of Quality Management Strategies

In the past, we focused on quality management of project sites. But we expanded the scope 
of quality management to all phases of engineering, procurement and construction to 
manage quality from the beginning. From 2020, we operate an advance EPC quality system 
to fundamentally eradicate quality issues. In the advance EPC quality system, we use our 
experience assets to improve repetitive quality issues and plan to operate a comprehensive 
EPCC (Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Commissioning) quality information system 
that includes not only our experience assets but also external quality information such as codes, 
specs, clients and suppliers. We also operate a comprehensive quality solution system to prevent 
quality issues based on big data of each activity and AI and strive to make it a business model. 

Directions of Strategies

Before 2014

2014-2019

After 2020 

Mega  
Process

•  ISO quality certification system
• Focusing on project QA1)/QC2) 

•  Preventing issues in terms of 
the process of managing EP 
(Engineering, Procurement) 
from the start

•  Preventing and managing 
quality issues based on 
individuals’ WBS3)

Establishing a comprehensive quality 
prevention system based on WBS

Comprehensive quality management 
based on work activity

1) QA: Quality Assurance
2) QC: Quality Control
3) WBS: Work Breakdown Structure
4) GSOP: Global Standard Operating Procedure

Opening the Safety Training Center at GEC (Global Engineering Center)   In October 2019, 
Samsung Engineering opened the Safety Training Center at GEC, the headquarters in Sangil-
dong. This is the first time for a construction company to open a safety training center at the 
headquarters, and our goal is to heighten our employees’ safety awareness and internalize 
safety mindset on the company level. The Safety Training Center at GEC consists of five zones: 
orientation, plant safety, construction safety, daily life safety and VR experience. And trainees 
can experience 23 items including S-CAR (Safety-Corrective Action Request) with the use of 
motion sensors, emergency response in case of incidents at hydrocarbon plants, LOTO (Lock 
Out, Tag Out) and VR of electricity, fire and plant sites. Especially, as the Safety Training Center 
re-enacts actual incident cases based on the situations of the sites, trainees can receive realistic 
training. It realizes gas and chemical leaks, fire and explosion in some units of plant sites so that 
trainees can prepare themselves for actual incidents. Also, it adopted state-of-the-art equipment 
to realistically re-enact emergencies. Moreover, it enables trainees to experience situations like 
electric shocks, falling objects, falling from height and fire in 4D with VR devices, tactile sensors, 
lifts, drop bars and hot-air devices and emergency evacuation with intelligent CCTVs equipped 
with AI. 

We plan to expand the scope of users to suppliers, employees’ families and local residents and 
make good use of the Safety Training Center to spread the safety culture to the local community.

Plant safety experience

Safety experience in working at height

Safety experience using VR 

Sustainability Management Framework Accountability Expertise Teamwork Innovation
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Establishing Advance Quality Prevention System

Samsung Engineering devised quality prevention measures based on work breakdown structures 
and project schedules and operates an advance quality prevention system to enable employees 
in charge to apply them to their work on time. The advance quality prevention system aims to 
fundamentally eradicate repetitive quality issues by using lessons learned and best practices and 
laid a foundation to shift our direction of quality management from focusing on the issues after 
the fact to concentrating on preemptive prevention and management. In addition, it expanded the 
scope of data for prevention and advance management and contributed to creating our future 
“quality” value and securing our unique quality competitiveness. With the goal of establishing the 
optimal quality prevention system using activity-based big data, we plan to gradually expand the 
scope of the advance quality prevention system to include external quality information.

Advance Quality Prevention System

Enhancing Project Quality

To manage the quality of our hydrocarbon, industrial and environmental projects in Korea and 
overseas, Samsung Engineering assigns competent employees in charge of quality management 
at the frontlines and minimizes quality issues that may arise in project execution. Quality 
employees assigned to projects objectively examine the progress of engineering, procurement 
and construction and engage in project quality prevention activities. Also, they closely collaborate 
with employees in the project teams and clients to enhance project quality.

Fostering Quality Employees

Samsung Engineering fosters employees responsible for quality management and enhances 
company-wide quality awareness through systematic quality education. Quality education 
consists of education through various media, such as in-house broadcasting and BBS, Q-Talk, 
Q-Alert, QCE (Quality Control Engineer) training and QCM (Quality Control Manager) training. 
Also, we mandatorily offer quality education and training for employees by obligating education 
on the basics and practices and expert fostering programs for each capability. Moreover, 
we provide education opportunities to our suppliers and onsite workers. We conduct quality 
education along with safety education for employees of our suppliers, and for onsite workers we 
provide education related to their disciplines and education before work starts. 

Client Satisfaction Surveys

Samsung Engineering regularly performs client satisfaction surveys to listen to the voices of 
the clients and immediately makes improvements. We conduct the surveys for each stage—
engineering, procurement, construction and handover—to clarify problems and effectively 
implement improvement measures. In 2019, we performed client satisfaction surveys for 19 
projects and 64 clients and made improvements to increase work efficiency and maximize client 
satisfaction. 

Result of Client Satisfaction Survey

Category 2017 2018 20192)

Client satisfaction survey result (points) 70.5 77.0 76.5

Clients participating in the surveys (%)1) 59 54 58

1) Clients participating in the satisfaction surveys (%) refer to their ratio to the total revenue.
2) 2019 goal of the client satisfaction survey result: A 3%p increase from that of 2018

projects and 

clients

Client satisfaction
surveys for 

19
64

Q-News BBS

Comprehensive Quality 
Prevention System

Monitoring of Prevention Process 
under Employees’ Name

Operation of quality prevention database 
based on WBS and project schedules, 

automatic notification of guidelines to employees 
according to project schedule

Monitoring whether each employee complies 
with the procedure of quality process management 
and managing outcomes of preventive measures

(Tracking prevention processes when 
quality issues arise)

Quality Improvement 
based on 

Minimum Work Unit

Activity-based 
Quality Process 

Management

Instead of quality 
activities with unclear 

targets, quality 
improvement with 

visible records of each 
employee based on the 

minimum work unit

Detailed quality 
operation guidelines 

based on employees’ 
minimum work unit 
and quality process 

management 
with relevant and 

downstream 
disciplines

Sustainability Management Framework Accountability Expertise Teamwork Innovation
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Responding to Demands of Clients and Society  
Based on Accumulated Technologies
Samsung Electronics Hwaseong E Ultrapure Water System Project 

The Samsung Electronics Hwaseong E Ultrapure Water System Project supplies ultrapure 
water to the cutting-edge EUV line in Samsung Electronics’ Hwaseong Campus. Samsung 
Engineering uses the eco-friendly ultrapure water system applying CEDI (Continuous 
Electro De-Ionization) and stopped using chemicals that were used in the past. In this way, 
we not only facilitated the operation but also enhanced the safety of the ultrapure water 
system and eliminated the possibility of environmental pollution caused by chemical leaks 
in line with our society’s interest in chemical management. Furthermore, we developed 
and domestically produced key materials of equipment that was dominated by foreign 
companies to meet the demands of our clients and society for domestic production of 
semiconductor materials. 

Securing Bio Technological Competence by 
Sharing Growth with Clients 
Hanmi Pharm. Pyeongtaek BioPlant No.2 Project

In the Hanmi Pharm. Pyeongtaek BioPlant No.2 Project, we constructed 
a plant with the total floor area of 31,156m2 in the Chupal Industrial 
Complex in Pyeongtaek to prepare for global pharmaceutical firms’ 
clinical trials and production. Samsung Engineering has executed 
numerous projects including Samsung Biologics’ Edison Phase-3 
Plant, which has the world’s largest production capacity1). Based on the 
technological competence, we applied layouts optimized for the process 
and improved movement paths for maintenance, people’s movement 
paths for entering and exiting and ceiling height. Also, according to 
cGMP (Current Good Manufacturing Practice), we enhanced our 
capability to improve the internal environment of clean rooms and 
the monitoring environment to complete a world-class bio plant. And 
we integrated multiple operation stages and improved design specs 
of process operation and function for automation and thus reduced 
operation expenses and minimized risks that may arise on the operation 
stage. Moreover, we ourselves performed the validation of whether it 
is possible to produce biopharmaceuticals and secured technological 
competence in construction quality guarantee and validation in the bio 
sector to become the only company that can perform the EPC+V of bio 
plants in Korea. 

Practices Material Context

Link to UN SDGs

Boundary

To win trust from clients, we need to fulfill our promises based on 
the best expertise and technological competence. In the plant 
business, especially, ample experiences from executing various 
projects and technological capabilities are the most important. 
For 50 years, Samsung Engineering has successfully completed 
diverse plants to develop our technological competence 
and capabilities and actively made investment in R&D and 
technologies.

Our Approach

Culture based on technological competence, where we solve issues with technological 
competence and develop our capability 

Under the “People First” philosophy, Samsung Engineering runs diverse programs to enhance 
capabilities including job training for each sector and leadership training to enable all our 
employees to grow into global EPC experts. In addition, we relentlessly develop our technological 
competitiveness and make investment in R&D in consideration of sustainability values such as 
eco-friendliness and safety to provide optimal solutions that our clients want.  

• We build capabilities to win the competition

• We solve problems with technological competence

Our Commitments

KPI Unit 2019 Performance 2020 Plan

Total Education Hours Hours 165,809 165,948

Technological Development Cases 61) 4

R&D Investment Expense KRW in millions 3,873 4,050

1)  Development of the technology of deodorizing wastewater treatment facilities with ionic catalysts, technology of optimizing air 
flow rate of the MBR (Membrane Bio-Reactor), technology of desalinating effluents, technology of reusing acidic wastewater from 
utilities, process to remove boron for ultrapure water, eco-friendly agents for wastewater treatment

EXPERTISE

Clients Employees

Hanmi Pharm. Pyeongtaek BioPlant No.2 Project site

Samsung Electronics Hwaseong E
Ultrapure Water System Project site

Applying Modularization 
to Remove Hazards and 
Create Technological 
Competitiveness
ADNOC Refining Waste Heat 
Recovery Project

In the ADNOC Refining Waste Heat Recovery Project, we upgrade the combined cycle 
thermal power plant (CCPP) that includes the 230-megawatt power plant and 2,600-ton 
freshwater facility located in the Ruwais Refinery of the UAE. Within the extent that enables 
continuous operation of the existing plants, we needed to construct and upgrade four units 
of the CCPP. As this required caution and meticulous schedule management, we applied 
the modularization method by fabricating part of the plant in advance and assembling it at 
the site to install pipe racks1) within a short time. In this way, we overcame difficulties caused 
by the narrow space and reduced hazards in the construction. Also, we systematically 
managed the pipe racks for 12 facilities from module design and production base operation 
to offshore and onshore transportation and onsite installation and further improved our 
technological competitiveness in plant construction.

1) Structures to efficiently support pipes that are installed in the plants

1) As of Mar. 2020



Employee Education Framework

Samsung Engineering provides systematic education programs to encourage our employees 
to keep developing their capabilities and grow into the best experts in their fields. We provide 
introduction training to new employees to help them adapt to the company and their work and 
established a systematic job training system for each development path to equip our employees 
with capabilities required to become leaders. In addition, we offer training programs to those 
whom we strategically foster, such as project leaders and team leaders, to preemptively equip 
them with capabilities of organization management, performance management and leadership. 
In 2019, the total education hours were 165,809 hours and the total education expenses stood at 
KRW 1,927 million.

Job Training Courses

Samsung Engineering runs programs to foster next-generation project leaders who play 
the central role in the successful project execution. We provide the programs to competent 
employees who have potential to grow into future leaders and subdivide it into six courses (PM, 
PCM1), EM2), PRM3), CM and P/CM4)) to help them develop their job and leadership capabilities 
that are required when they become leaders in each function. The selected employees receive 
training for six months including lectures about practices, team assignments and group study, 
and 47 employees completed the job training courses in 2019.

Key Job Training Courses

Leadership Training Courses

We have established leadership training courses for all employees and systematically provide 
training on leadership depending on each employee’s role. In 2019, we offered the TLC (Team 
Leader Course), concentrating on group coaching and discussion, to help trainees think about 
leaders’ roles. Also, we introduced the SLC (Self Leader Course) for leaders in working-level 
positions who take initiative in enhancing the organizational culture and producing outcomes to 
enhance their self-esteem through self-awareness and develop their vision for growth into experts.  

Fostering Global Employees

At Samsung Engineering, we hire and foster competent global employees in our global offices 
and project sites to create synergy in the business operation in the regions. According to relevant 
laws and regulations, we hire not only local people but also people with various nationalities 
and establish a multinational organizational culture. And we operate the GHRP (Global Human 
Resource Policy) based on each employee’s role and job regardless of their nationality or race. 
Also, each global office offers education programs that reflects their situations to strengthen local 
employees’ job capabilities and re-assign competent employees to another project sites so that 
they can grow into global managers. 

Global Employees

Category 2017 2018 2019

Global employees (persons)1) 608 838 979

        Managers2) 183 178 162

Percentage of global employees (%) 11.3 15.1 16.9

Percentage of global managers (%)3) 6.1 5.6 4.7

Ratio of global managers to global employees (%) 30.1 21.2 16.5

1) Global employees refer to employees who have overseas nationalities.
2) The term “manager” includes leaders in the working-level positions (formerly the job title of manager) or higher. 
3)  The percentage of global managers refers to the ratio of the global executives and managers to the total number of 

executives and managers.

Strengthening 
Employees’ 
Expertise 

Team Leader CourseCourse fostering project leaders
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Operating SWAT, 
Collective Intelligence Group
Samsung Engineering operates SWAT (Samsung

Wisdom Alliance Team), an in-house knowledge

sharing study group, to identify innovation ideas 

based on experience and knowledge and enhance

project execution capabilities.

After the first meeting in January 2015, SWAT holds weekly 
meetings and share the result of the study to the company. 
As of 2020, it studied 226 items in more than 200 meetings. 
And from 2020, SWAT will also study in depth items that 
are already presented before, and PMs, who only used to 
suggest items and participate in advance review, will attend 
the meetings in person and share project management 
knowhow, which is expected to strengthen SWAT’s function 
as collective intelligence group.

1) PCM: Project Control Manager
2) EM: Engineering Manager
3) PRM: Procurement Manager
4) P/CM: PM/CM

Industrial & EnvironmentalHydrocarbon

PM Academy 

Course fostering 
P/CMs

Course 
fostering 

PMs

Course 
fostering 

PCMs

Course 
fostering 

EMs

Course 
fostering 

PRMs

Course 
fostering 

CMs

•  Providing the Samsung Introduction 
Education to new employees

•  Offering leadership training to leaders 
(TMs2), DTMs3)) 

•  Regularly and frequently operating 
education programs at the office or sites 

•  Developing employees’ capabilities by 
dispatching them to headquarters or sites

Activities

•  Offering courses for earning bachelor’s 
and associate’s degrees 

•  Providing introduction training for new 
employees, job training and software 
training

•  Operating courses to foster KPs/LEs1) and 
programs to enhance modeling capability 

Activities

SET (Samsung Engineering Thailand)

SEI (Samsung Engineering India)

Performance

Education hours

hours
2,955

Employees completing 
the education4)

people
1,445

Performance

Education hours

hours
67,646

Employees completing 
the education4)

people
6,537

1) KP: Key Person, LE: Lead Engineer
2) TM: Team Manager
3) DTM: Deputy Team Manager
4)  The figures include those that completed the 

education more than once. 

Completing the courses 
fostering project leaders

employees47
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Developing the World’s First Construction Safety Robot

With the Korea Institute of Robotics & Technology Convergence (KIRO), Samsung Engineering 
developed the world’s first robot joining inside of FRP round ducts in October 2019. The 
robot is used in the process where FRP pipes or ducts are joined. In the past, the work posed 
safety risks and required a lot of manpower, but the robot solved this problem. In December, 
we signed an MOU with KIRO and plan to lead R&D and application of construction robots. 

Developing Technology Deodorizing Wastewater Treatment Facilities  
with Ionic Catalysts

For co-existence with local communities, managing deodorization systems in wastewater 
treatment facilities has become important. The existing deodorization system created a lot 
of wastewater and used hazardous materials like sulfuric acid and caustic soda. To solve 
the problem, Samsung Engineering developed a deodorization technology using ionic 
catalysts, which is a dry treatment process using catalysts instead of hazardous materials 
and an eco-friendly technology that does not create wastewater. We completed the 
development in December 2019 and are preparing to apply it to our projects.

Developing NitroUP®, an Eco-friendly Treatment Technology  
Using Microorganisms

As there is an increasing interest in eco-friendliness in business, a lot of effort is made to 
stop or minimize the use and creation of hazardous materials. NitroUP® is an eco-friendly 
treatment technology using microorganisms instead of hazardous chloride chemicals. It 
maximizes activities of nitrifying microorganisms to greatly enhance the performance of 
wastewater treatment and improve operation safety at the facilities. We completed the 
development in March 2020 and are preparing to apply it to our projects. 

Developing Eco-friendly Agents for Wastewater Treatment Facilities

To protect the environment and secure the safety of onsite workers, we are striving to 
eradicate the use of hazardous materials that were used for wastewater treatment facilities. 
In August 2019, we developed SE311, a non-toxic material replacing NaOH, SE201 and 
SE221, a non-chlorine and non-sulfuric acid material removing fluorine, and SE101, which 
reduced the use of chemicals through the improvement of slaked lime components. We are 
preparing to apply them to our projects.

Upgrading 
Experience Asset 
Management

R&D in Consideration 
of Sustainability
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Status of CUBE KM Contents

Experience Assets No. of Registered 
Items Category Hits

Practices 322
Function/discipline/
estimation/execution

1,011

Key lessons learned 227 Function/discipline/client/
product/country/licensor/  

PMC3)/activity/non-conformance/
cause/item/estimation/

execution

27,630

CTQ1) 1,264 6,215

SWAT 169 -

General lessons learned, best practices 7,042 14,892

Execution plans, completion reports of 
each function, JPR2),  white papers, etc.

4,633 Product/client/country/
standard document code

1,499
Documents submitted to clients 7,920,277

Company standard documents 2,908 Department, type 15,510

Knowledge Q&A 611 Discipline 252

Others 42,896 Department 9,422

1)  ERMS: Electronic Record 
Management System

2) MBO: Management by Objective

1) CTQ: Cost Time Quality
2) JPR: Job Performance Report
3)  PMC: Project Management 

Consultant Demonstration of the robot joining inside of FRP round ducts Equipment for deodorization pilot testing 

Systematically Operating Experience Asset Management

Samsung Engineering systematically verifies and makes into database experience assets from all 
phases of project execution for internal use and makes good use of lessons learned in our work. 
After creating an organization responsible for KM (Knowledge Management) in 2014 to effectively 
operate the experience asset management system, we integrated its work with key duties of 
the Quality Management Team in 2018 to create synergy. We also designated 691) knowledge 
managers in our field teams to increase the effectiveness of experience asset management. 
In addition, we select key lessons learned that need to be intensively managed for mandatory 
application, specify the causes, improve preventive measures, and verify and monitor whether the 
experience assets are properly applied in order to enhance the use of experience assets. In 2019, 
we re-organized and improved the contents and provided education for the changes.  

1) As of Mar. 2020

Experience Asset Management Process

Experience Asset Operation

Automatic mailing of 
experience assets

Improvement of Lessons Learned Contents
01

Re-categorization of lessons learned
Strengthening the search function

(non-conformance items/causes, etc.)

02

Continuous accumulation of experience assets
Continuously incorporating

major quality issues

Reflecting experience 
assets to work manuals

04

System to share experience assets 
to the company  

(Q-News, Q-Talk, etc.)

Status of experience asset application 
(outcomes of each function)

Suggestion/Project Execution

Monitoring of Application

Results of experience asset operation & 
new quality issues

01

To-do list to prevent quality issues

01

Experience assets (Cube KM)

02

Integrated quality gates

02

System for project records

03

Quality MBO2) system

03

Analysis of impact of changes 
in codes & standards,

company-wide notification

Interim inspection of experience 
asset application

Practices, key  lessons learned, etc.

Verifying outcomes of the application
of experience assets 

ERMS1)

Setting quality goals for teams/projects, 
managing performance

New 
practices, 

Key lessons 
learned

Developing

Eco-friendly & 
Highly Efficient 
Technologies
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In the Long Son Petrochemicals Polyolefins Package #B/C Project, we construct 
facilities to produce 450,000-ton HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) and 400,000-ton PP 
(Polypropylene) at the Long Son Complex, located at Vung Tau, Vietnam. For harmony and 
co-prosperity between Long Son Petrochemical, the client from Thailand, and the local 
community, Samsung Engineering performed social contribution activities near the project 
site. In consideration of the poor education infrastructure, we provided education on health 
and hygiene to students, supplied water purifying equipment to schools, constructed and 
renovated bathrooms and decorated schools. In addition, we built a library for adolescents 
and endeavored to create a more sustainable education environment by donating must-
read books, educating librarians and improving the library management system. We will 
keep engaging in social contribution activities and share growth with local communities.

In the Samsung SDI K Project, we constructed facilities for electric car batteries at Plant 1 with the 
total area of 274,000m2 and Plant 2 with the total area of 486,000m2 at Göd, Hungary. Based on 
the respect for the local social and cultural characteristics and our philosophy of co-prosperity, 
we hired local talents, accounting for more than 40 percent of the staff. Moreover, our localization 
effort included performance tests in major disciplines to enhance local technicians’ capabilities 
and manage the pool of skilled workers. And, considering that the site had a lot of suppliers and 
workers from third countries such as developing countries, we enhanced global employees’ 
understanding by using diagrams and images and supported their self-development by providing 
education in their languages. In addition, as a result of our effort to find ways for long-term 
collaboration with Korean suppliers, three of our Korean suppliers entered the European market 
during the execution of this project. 

Pursuing Localization Strategies 
and Partnership with Suppliers 
for Sustainable Development
Samsung SDI K Project

Achieving Harmony and 
Co-prosperity through 
Social Contribution 
Activities
Long Son Petrochemicals 
Polyolefins Package #B/C 
Project
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Hope Library of the Long Son 
Petrochemicals Polyolefins Package 
#B/C Project 

Supply ChainEmployees Local 
Community

Practices Material Context

Link to UN SDGs

Boundary

As clients, markets and project awards are getting more diverse, 
co-prosperity and collaboration with various stakeholders like 
suppliers and local communities serve as the key in enhancing 
a company’s competitiveness. Also, a healthy corporate culture 
based on respect can make a company leap higher. Samsung 
Engineering pursues a balance between interests of different 
stakeholders and collaboration in order to create synergy and 
share growth with everyone.

Our Approach

Culture based on respect and collaboration, where everyone respects each other and 
collaborates to create synergy 

Samsung Engineering promotes a corporate culture based on mutual respect with our internal and 
external stakeholders and prevents potential human rights violations by strictly examining human 
rights risks and inspecting our project sites. Also, through various programs supporting financing, 
R&D, education, job training and employment, we pursue a stable business operation of our 
suppliers and enhance their competitiveness for co-prosperity. 

• We respect each other

• We produce greater results through collaboration

Our Commitments

KPI Unit 2019 Performance 2020 Plan

Satisfaction with Colleagues based on  
SCI Survey Points 69.9 70.4

Assessment on Implementation of 
Agreements on Fair Transactions Level Excellent1) Excellent

Shared Growth Index Level Good2) Good

1), 2)  We replaced the data with the results for 2018 because the announcement of the results for 2019 was delayed by the Fair Trade 
Commission and Korea Commission for Corporate Partnership due to COVID-19.

TEAMWORK

Samsung SDI K Project site



Improving Organizational Culture

To effectively improve the organizational culture, we introduced Change Agents, who plan and 
implement activities to improve the organizational culture in their teams. In 2019, 51 Change 
Agents performed 75 activities including establishing the slogan and work principles, building 
libraries at project sites and holding charity bazaars. In 2020, we officially incorporated goals of 
Change Agents on the Work Goal/Performance Management System and plan to provide them 
with support on the company level by promoting their networking activities under the leadership 
of the Organizational Culture Office. 

Organizational Culture Education 

With the aim of responding to the global business environment and increasing diversity among 
the employees, we offer organizational culture education programs at the headquarters, project 
sites in Korea and overseas and global offices. To prevent workplace harassment, which is a 
serious issue in our society, we provided education for all employees about developing empathy 
between generations and building a culture based on mutual respect. 

Result of Organizational Culture Education and Employee Satisfaction Survey

Category 2017 2018 20194)

Participants in the organizational culture 
education programs (persons)1) 

5,344 5,939 6,156

Result of the employee satisfaction 
survey (%)2) 87.3 87.4 87.0

Male 88.5 89.3 88.4

Female 78.6 73.5 75.8

Response rate of the employee 
satisfaction survey (%)3) 

82.4 82.5 82.0

Use of Suggestion Box (cases) 537 428 427

1)  The organizational culture education programs include courses on diversity management and communication 
methods to overcome discrimination elements (gender, nationality, social status, and age, etc.) in the company.

2)  This is based on the percentage of employees who gave more than 50 points to the section of “Enjoying Work (taking 
initiative in their work, job satisfaction, and work stress)” in the Samsung Culture Index (SCI) survey. 

3)  The response rate of the employee satisfaction survey refers to the percentage of employees who answered the 
employee satisfaction survey among the total number of employees including those in Korea and global offices.

4) 2019 goals of the employee satisfaction survey: Result – at least 87%, Response rate – at least 80%

Establishing Human Rights Guidelines

Samsung Engineering supports human rights guidelines of various international institutions, 
including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights and ILO (International Labour Organization) Conventions, and does not allow 
any action corresponding to human rights violations. In addition, we established the Samsung 
Engineering Code of Conduct and Supplier Code of Conduct to share our human rights policies 
and guidelines to our stakeholders. In 2019, we introduced pledges for a culture of mutual 
respect and received consent from all our employees. In this way, we laid a foundation to build a 
culture of mutual respect. 

Respecting Diversity of Employees    As a global company, Samsung Engineering respects 
diversity in the organization. We do not discriminate employees based on nationality, gender, 
religion or race and provide equal and fair opportunities to contribute to creating jobs and 
reducing social inequality. 

Employee Status1) (Unit: Persons)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Total number of employees 5,398 5,566 5,789

By 
region

Korea 4,820 4,767 4,810

Overseas 578 799 979

Asia (excluding Korea) 427 659 835

Middle East 92 88 89

Americas 51 44 46

Europe and Africa 8 8 9

By 
position

Executives 65 64 63

Managers 2,919 3,120 3,363

Staff 2,414 2,382 2,363

By 
age

40s and over 2,071 2,200 2,396

30s 2,774 2,940 2,922

Under 30 553 426 471

By 
employment

Permanent 4,259 4,141 4,131

Fixed term 561 626 679

Global offices 578 799 979

By
gender

Male 4,705 4,879 5,086

Female 693 687 703

Managers 170 204 232

Percentage of female employees (%) 12.8 12.3 12.1

Percentage of female managers (%)2) 5.7 6.4 6.8

Wage tables for male and female Identical Identical Identical

Establishing a 
Healthy Culture

Respecting 
Human Rights

Company-wide 
Value Workshop
We held the Value Workshop for all our employees to 

enhance their understanding and acceptance of the 

new corporate culture value system.

We clearly explained the meaning of the value system 
including the vision and slogan, and each employee 
established their goals to implement core values in their 
work. And at our project sites in Korea and overseas, PMs 
hosted the workshop so that our corporate culture values 
are properly implemented in the actual project execution.  

01 I pledge to respect my superiors, colleagues and subordinates.

02 I pledge to eradicate sexual harassment based on gender equality awareness. 

03 I pledge never to commit verbal or physical violence. 

04 I pledge to follow the company’s guidelines on drinking.

05  I pledge not to engage in workplace harassment such as giving undue work instructions and insulting others that may 
cause physical or mental pains. 

06  I pledge to always comply with the Safety Golden Rules and not to undermine the safety of myself and my colleagues. 

Pledges for a Culture of Mutual Respect
Participating in organizational 
culture education 

employees6,156

Value Workshop
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1)  The data by position, age and 
gender for 2018 were corrected 
with the change in the calculation 
method. 

2)  The percentage of female 
managers refers to the ratio of 
female managers and executives  
to the total number of managers 
and executives.
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Managing Human Rights Risks

To thoroughly implement policies related to human rights, we identify and manage human rights 
risks and inspect and monitor our places of business. And we protect human rights of various 
stakeholders by operating systems where any stakeholder can report human rights violations, 
including sexual harassment and verbal and physical violence—Employee VOC Report, Report 
on Unethical Activities and HUE Counseling Center. As the amended Labor Standards Act, which 
requires prevention and response measures against workplace harassment, took effect in July 2019, 
we launched the Deliberation Committee on Workplace Harassment for objective deliberation on 
workplace harassment cases. The Committee objectively decides whether the actions concerned 
correspond to harassment, measures to the perpetrators and victims and prevention plans. 

Process of Managing Human Rights Risks

Process of Handling Workplace Harassment Cases

Handling Employee Grievances

SAU Council represents the entire employees and cooperates with the management to promote 
mutual benefits and improve the working environment. We promptly and systematically operate 
diverse online and offline processes to address employee grievances and collect our employees’ 
opinions on human resources and benefits programs to make improvements.
 
Handling of Employee Grievances

Category 2017 2018 2019

No. of offline communication sessions (cases) 287 413  468

Lunch meetings at the headquarters 20 24 38

Informal meetings at sites in Korea 33 35 26

Informal meetings at overseas sites & 
global offices

4 13 10

Counseling at SAU Council Room 230 341 394

No. of online communication sessions (cases) 107 333 317

No. of VOCs on the website of SAU Council 93 230 221

No. of cases sent to the e-mail addresses of 
the Council, head of the Council and head of 
the Women’s Council

14 103  96

No. of system improvements (cases) 9 28 30
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Receive a case report

From the victim or a third party

Interview the victim

Take measures

Identify the victim’s demands

Punish the perpetrator and assign to 
different team

Investigate the case

Interview the victim/perpetrator

Deliberate the case

Decide whether the case 
corresponds to harassment & 
review the scope of measures

Monitor the situation

Protect the victim from disadvantage 
& check for re-occurrence

Informal Meetings at Sites

We regularly visit our sites in Korea and overseas and 
hold informal meetings to notify improvements in key 
policies, gather employees’ opinions on benefits programs 
and listen to their grievances. The collected opinions are 
incorporated into improvement activities according to our 
internal procedure to effectively address onsite employees’ 
grievances.

Town Hall Meetings at Overseas Sites

In the GC Oxirane PO Project in Thailand, it was not easy for employees to 
closely communicate with each other because of the increase in the personnel 
size. Samsung Engineering realized the need for improvement of organizational 
culture through active communication and holds monthly town hall meetings 
for all employees. In the meetings, we award prizes to excellent employees 
and give birthday presents to motivate them and increase their sense of 
belonging. Also, we have a session to share the PM’s operation guidelines to 
exchange views between the company and employees. After the meetings, all 
employees have lunch together for active communication within and between 
departments.  

Improving 
Organizational 

Culture and 
Handling of 

Grievances at Sites

•  Categorize risks into high/medium/ 
low risks based on the frequency  
and seriousness

•  Make regular reports or ad hoc  
reports

Identifying Risks 

•  Dispatch investigators to inspect  
sites with high risks

•  Identify key issues and vulnerable 
groups

Assessing Risks

•  Develop improvement measures

•  Report to the management based on 
significance

•  Implement the solutions and monitor 
the process

Mitigating Risks

Informal meeting at Pyeongtaek sites

Prize award to excellent employees 

Birthday celebration

Launching

Deliberation 
Committee on 
Workplace 
Harassment 

Inspection of Onsite Employee 
Relations 

At Samsung Engineering, we identify 
human rights risks and take necessary 
actions through the inspection of 
onsite employee relations every year. 
The inspection is a systematic process 
consisting of document inspection, 
interview, site inspection, feedback 
and follow-up measures. In 2019, we 
visited 21 sites in Korea and overseas 
to check the compliance with labor 
-related laws and regulations, compo-
sition and treatment of personnel  
and working conditions.

Inspection Results

1,069 people at 21 sites  
in Korea and overseas

Target

Checking the compliance 
with the checklist of onsite 

employee relations

Details

Inspecting and making 
improvements in regard  

to working conditions and 
treatment, camp conditions and 
managers’ response capability

Major Issues and Improvement1)

Jan. 2019 - Dec. 2019

Time

1)  Major issues are not limited to a certain 
position, and improvements are made 
to the sites of inspection in general.



Sharing Growth with Supply Chain

To share growth with suppliers based on the best partnership, Samsung Engineering monitors fair 
transactions, makes improvements for compliance with the laws and engages in diverse activities 
to strengthen our partners’ capabilities including financial assistance, technological support and 
educational support. 

Strategic Directions for Sharing Growth

Support for Suppliers

Category 2017 2018 2019

Financial 
assistance1)

Recipients (companies) 50 53 52

Loans without interest
(KRW in millions)

17,438 18,057 23,736

Support for 
technological 
development

Pledged amount 
(KRW in millions)

40 22 21

Support for 
entry into
global market

Subcontractors entering the 
global market (companies)

26 12 8

New overseas construction
(KRW in millions)

75,108 45,259 12,012

Support for 
hiring and 
educating 
talents

Suppliers’ employees receiving 
education (persons)

619 454 390

Supplier education expenses
(KRW in millions)

9 9 9

New employees hired by 
suppliers (persons)

7 13 23

Communicating with Suppliers by Function

Samsung Engineering categorizes suppliers by function and operates a smooth communication 
system tailored to the characteristics and needs of each function. We always listen to their 
suggestions and provide optimal feedback through fair and prompt review and decision making.

Vendors    As for vendors, we listen to their voices and look for collaboration measures through 
general meetings and informal meetings of Seongjohwoe1), the alliance of Korean vendors that 
have worked for a long time with Samsung Engineering. And we hold procurement seminars to 
share with them information about the EPC industry and markets of key materials.

Communication with Suppliers  (Unit: No. of times) 

Category 2017 2018 2019

General meetings and informal
meetings of Seongjohwoe 6 13 8

Procurement seminars 3 3 4

1)  Seongjohwoe is an alliance of Korean vendors that have worked with Samsung Engineering for a long time. It has 70 
members as of May 2020. 

Subcontractors   For subcontractors, we hold informal meetings with excellent construction 
managers to enhance communication between our company and subcontractors and improve 
project execution competitiveness as one body between disciplines. In March 2019, we invited 26 
construction managers from outstanding subcontractors for prize award and communication. 

Detailed Design Companies   In the engineering sector, we improved the registration and 
evaluation systems for fairer and more transparent supplier registration and evaluation and the 
outsourcing process to secure objectivity and transparency in the supplier selection and payment 
procedures. In March 2019, we held a session about the improvement of the design outsourcing 
process to explain the need and to enhance detailed design companies’ understanding and 
participation. In this session, attended by 60 companies, we provided detailed explanation about 
the purpose and process of the registration and evaluation systems and listened to their voices to 
improve mutual understanding and to find collaboration measures.

Supporting and 
Communicating 
with Suppliers
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Sharing Growth based on the Best Partnership

Financial 
assistance

Support for 
technological 
development

Support for entry 
into global market

Support for hiring 
and educating talents

When suppliers need financial assistance to buy new equipment or overcome temporary 
difficulties, we receive applications for financial support, deliberate and give loans without 
interest. In 2019, we gave loans amounting to KRW 23,736 million without interest to 52 
suppliers.

When suppliers suggest good ideas, we deliberate and jointly develop technologies with 
the selected suppliers or support their technological development. Also, we hold technology 
contests so that the jointly-developed technologies can be actually applied. In 2019, we 
supported KRW 21 million for technological development.

We provide suppliers that want to expand their business into the world with opportunities to 
participate in bids and support them to sign new contracts. In 2019, suppliers participated 
in 9 projects and signed new contracts amounting to KRW 12 billion. Also, we enabled the 
members of Seongjohwoe to attend K-SURE Vendor Fair, which invited PTTGC, Thailand’s 
state-operated oil company, to provide them with opportunities to execute overseas projects.

We provide information on online and offline job fairs hosted by outside organizations for 
suppliers that experience difficulties in finding talents. And as we believe that improvement 
of our suppliers’ capabilities directly leads to enhancement of our project execution 
competitiveness, we provide, free of charge, online education programs on business 
management, technology and language and offline education programs on BIM and 
management of quality, employee relations and materials. Especially, we offered training on 
how to use design programs and held sessions to talk about quality to enhance suppliers’ 
quality and performance and contribute to successful project execution. In 2019, our suppliers 
participated in 6 job fairs with our support and hired 23 people, and we provided 390 
employees of our suppliers with free education programs.

Forming a partnership based on 
fair transactions

Supporting the enhancement of partners’ 
capabilities for higher competitiveness

1)  We corrected the data of 2017 
because of the change in the  
data gathering criteria. General meeting of Seongjohwoe Informal meeting with excellent construction managers
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In the GC Oxirane PO Project, we construct a plant that will produce 200,000-ton PO 
(Propylene Oxide) per year after the completion in 2020 at the Map Ta Phut Industrial 
Complex in Rayong, Thailand, located 150 kilometers southeast from Bangkok. To enhance 
the project’s productivity and safety and shorten the construction schedule, Samsung 
Engineering actively adopts new construction technologies including modularization1) 
and PC (Precast Concrete) method2). Especially, considering that the loop test, verifying 
signals of onsite control instruments, has great impact on the project execution, we semi-
automated it to minimize human errors and enhance the speed and accuracy. In addition, 
we use other various new methods such as drones for reviewing the project progress and 
laser scanners for increasing the accuracy of the manufacture of machines to enhance our 
project competitiveness. 

To participate in the early stages of the Malaysia Sarawak Methanol Project, we collaborated 
with Air Liquide, the number one licensor in the methanol technology market. Air Liquide has 
technological edge in large methanol projects like this project while Samsung Engineering 
has ample experience in executing EPC projects in Malaysia. Samsung Engineering and 
Air Liquide engaged in active marketing to promptly identify the client’s needs on the pre-
feasibility study phase, presented a cost and schedule appropriate for the project and 
keenly responded to the client’s requirements based on the licensor’s strong technological 
competence. Also, with the innovative project strategies to complete the project within a 
tight schedule, we succeeded in winning the FEED3) project. Despite the tight schedule 
and challenging construction conditions during FEED, we applied innovative ideas to FEED 
and procurement to shorten the lead time. And we introduced a construction acceleration 
program for the civil, architectural and piping construction by expanding the application of 
the modularization concept and minimizing onsite work. We have successfully completed 
FEED and are preparing for the rollover to the EPC. 

In the Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek P2 Wastewater Treatment Project, we constructed a wastewater 
treatment facility with a capacity of 60,000m3/d for the semiconductor production lines at Samsung 
Electronics’ Godeok Industrial Complex in Pyeongtaek. Based on our accumulated construction technologies 
of wastewater treatment facilities, we relentlessly came up with innovative ideas and applied an innovative 
construction method of modularizing the whole water tank for reaction, which has a high risk of serious 
incidents during construction. In this way, we fundamentally eradicated risks of work at closed space and 
significantly reduced manpower at the site. In addition, to prevent serious incidents at closed space in 
the tank, we developed a smart closing system using IoT (Internet of Things) and ICT (Information and 
Communications Technologies) and enabled real-time monitoring of the work and gas level inside the tank for 
prompt rescue of incident victims. Moreover, we developed and applied gondolas that climb down water tanks 
for access to the inside to overcome problems of the existing aluminum ladders, which had to be installed and 
dismantled repetitively for work of each discipline. The gondolas can be used regardless of the depth of water 
tanks and have CCTVs to monitor the inside of water tanks for effective response to emergencies. 

Adopting New Methods and 
Technologies to Overcome 
Limits and Achieve Technological 
Innovation
Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek P2 
Wastewater Treatment Project

Enhancing Project 
Competitiveness with  
New Construction  
Methods
GC Oxirane PO Project

Innovating Business 
Model for Differentiated 
EPC Competitiveness
Malaysia Sarawak Methanol 
Project
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Practices Material Context

Link to UN SDGs

Boundary

As the fourth industrial revolution is accelerating digital 
transformation, the internal and external demands for  
system-based innovation of work are increasing. Automation 
of work processes with new digital technologies and intelligent 
development are directly linked to a company’s future value.  
This is why Samsung Engineering is expanding our business 
model, diversifying from the EPC business, and making innovation 
effort for higher productivity and efficiency.  

Our Approach

Culture leading innovation, where we think out of the box, adopt new methods and 
keep trying until we succeed

At Samsung Engineering, we are laying a foundation for digital transformation to innovate project 
execution and continuously adopting new technologies and methods to enhance our global 
competitiveness. Also, we expanded our business areas to FEED, which was dominated by the 
developed countries in Europe and Japan, and participate in the clients’ projects even before the 
EPC contracts to enhance visibility in winning new orders.

• We think out of the box to foster new approaches

• We put our words into action

Our Commitments

KPI Unit 2019 Performance 2020 Plan

DT Tasks cases 22 88

Vendor Network Establishment1) % 25 45

1) The ratio of F/As (Frame Agreements) to the total MR (Material Requisition) in the procurement sector

INNOVATION

Clients Employees Supply Chain

1)  Fabricating part of the plant in advance 
and assembling it at construction sites

2)   Fabricating concrete materials for walls 
and floors in factories in advance into 
transportable shapes and sizes and 
assembling them at construction sites

3)  Basic engineering performed after the 
conceptual design and feasibility study

Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek P2 Wastewater Treatment Project site



Digital Transformation Framework

In the EPC industry, it takes a lot of time to digitalize data of all stages due to inconsistency in the 
data and low digitalization level. Also, the EPC industry has inefficiencies in its nature because 
it enhances completeness by repeating similar works on several stages. This is why we aim to 
establish an end-to-end execution model by combining project execution innovation (S-PEpC) 
and digital transformation to enhance our competitiveness, create a new business model and 
lead the industry. 

Vision of Digital Transformation  

Progress of Digital Transformation

Intelligent ITB Analysis based on AI

We developed and are upgrading an AI-based document analysis program that can automatically 
extract articles involving risks from ITB (Invitation To Bid) and suggest alternatives. We will expand 
the scope of application for relentless innovation. 

Pre-analysis Using AI based on Database

In the past, we shared the result of design adequacy testing of pipes and steel structures through 
files. But we made an improvement so that this can be performed with database to greatly reduce 
time and errors. Moreover, we are developing a function where AI learns all design verification 
results and analyzes and corrects designs in real time on 3D models.

Digital 
Transformation
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VISION

Creating a New Business Model 
by Innovating the EPC Execution System

Innovating project execution  
by using our own vendor  

network

Using digital transformation to establish  
an integrated engineering platform  

between FEL-EPC

1) Vendor Print: Technical documents that vendors submit to the contractor

DT upgrade

 Laying a foundation 
to establish a platform 

for end-to-end EPC 
execution 

Platform 
establishment

“End-To-End”

Construction

 Less inefficiencies by 
digitalizing construction 
management that used 
to focus on documents 
and enhancing mobility

Digitalization/
Greater mobility

“Less Paper”

Procurement

 Shorter execution 
schedule by receiving, 

reviewing and approving 
V/P1) in one place  
at the same time   

Multiplayer 
collaboration

“Less Manual”

Engineering

 Less resources by 
automating engineering 
and vendor database

Automation

“Less Touch up”

Automatic Document Recognition and Digitalization based on AI

In the plant design process, engineers used to manually enter information from PDF documents 
provided by clients into design programs, which took a lot of time and money and had risks of 
errors. To solve this problem, Samsung Engineering started automating digitalization of PDF 
documents with AI in 2018, and now design information can be automatically extracted from 
PDF documents and uploaded to the engineering system, which prevents errors and reduces 
engineering costs. In addition, we are applying the database of design information to various 
engineering automation efforts and establishing an integrated database that systematically 
manages digital design information.  

Automatic Recognition of Documents with Tables/Drawings and Establishment of Database

Engineering Automation based on 3D

For successful project execution, Samsung Engineering is developing 3D-based engineering 
automation systems, including 3D modeling automation system, 3D-based drawing automation 
system and integrated 3D engineering system. In the 3D modeling automation system, computers 
instead of people automatically extract data from information provided by clients and make 3D 
models. It is expected to maintain consistency in engineering quality and perform engineering 
fast based on data, dramatically reducing overall project schedules. The 3D-based drawing 
automation system automatically creates 3D drawings and enables successful construction 
thanks to the high accuracy of 3D models and drawings. We plan to develop a system that can 
perform construction only with 3D information without drawings. Ultimately, we plan to visualize 
the progress of each stage—engineering, procurement and construction—in 3D to support 
employees in charge to see the work intuitively. We will connect all kinds of engineering work with 
the integrated 3D engineering system and achieve a comprehensive engineering automation in 
one environment. 

Proposal Stage

Engineering Stage

AI technology

Data

Automatic recognition of 

unstandardized documents

Maximized accuracy 

and prompt data entry

Teamwork InnovationSustainability Management Framework Accountability ExpertiseAccountabilitySustainability Management Framework 



Pre-Defined Design Specification

In the traditional EPC industry, equipment purchase and detailed design are performed based 
on design specifications after the project award. If the design specifications, key information in 
disciplines that decides the design quality, are determined late, this affects the whole project 
schedule, so it is important to define the specifications on time. 

At Samsung Engineering, we introduced the Pre-Defined Design Specification, an innovative 
solution where we define equipment specifications and cost in advance and re-use the 
information based on strategic collaboration with the vendors. We selected items that are 
frequently used and affect 3D modeling to reduce the equipment purchase and design definition 
schedules and improve the quality of 3D modeling. Furthermore, we considerably enhanced 
the overall design and minimized risks of schedule delays, improving our competitiveness in 
schedule management. 

Applying the Reality Capture Technology to the EPC

Reality Capture is a technology that accurately measures and expresses physical space using 
the fourth industrial revolution technologies including drones and laser scanners. Unlike past 
technologies, which expressed the result in simple images, it realizes the objects on 3D digital 
space based on location information and enables us to access the accurate information about 
the objects’ current conditions. After capturing images along the preset paths at the sites, drones 
produce 3D reality models by using the images and location information and distribute them to 
each site, enabling us to check the construction progress and engage in smooth communication. 
Laser scanners scan large equipment, pipes and modules that require precision to millimeters in 
the installation before the construction, simulate the installation on 3D space and help us install 
them without errors and reworks. Considering that Reality Capture requires high computing 
power for prompt handling of large photos and data, we plan to handle and share data in the 
cloud infrastructure environment.

Automatic Analysis of Weld Cross Sections

In the past, a third party analyzed weld cross sections with the naked eye. But we adopted AI-
based automatic analysis technology where AI automatically identifies weld cross section films. 
We reduced time required for identifying defects and plan to expand the automation. 

Expanding Business Areas to FEL (Front-End Loading) 

At Samsung Engineering, we expanded our EPC-oriented business model and provide 
engineering services for FEL (Front-End Loading) 0 to 3 stages, where initial preparations for 
project execution are made such as feasibility study, extended process design package and 
FEED. FEL is a business model that enables rollover to the EPC. We are enhancing our unique 
competitiveness through consulting on operation optimization based on specialized technological 
competence, joint marketing based on partnerships with licensors and use of technological 
solutions like modularization and standardization. In this way, we aim to participate in the 
early phases where clients plan for projects and provide omnidirectional solutions throughout 
the project lifecycle. The Malaysia Sarawak Methanol Project is a good example: Samsung 
Engineering started executing FEED in 2018 and strive to win the subsequent EPC project. 

As a global top engineering solution provider, we will devote our energy into enhancing our 
competitiveness in winning EPC projects and execution stability by executing from FEL to the 
EPC.

Establishing GPLM System to Increase Project Productivity

In 2019, Samsung Engineering introduced the AWP (Advanced Work Package), an advanced 
project management method to enhance construction productivity, and combined it with 
the existing ERP and 3D modeling systems to operate the GPLM (Global Project Lifecycle 
Management) system. With the GPLM, we can define and plan the final construction work units 
from the initial stages of project execution and manage the workfront such as drawings and 
materials according to priority. Employees in charge of construction can not only determine 
whether construction is possible in each work unit with 3D models at the sites but also give final 
work instructions. We will expand the application of the GPLM and complete the world’s best 
productivity management system.
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Entering 
New Businesses

Process
Innovation

Procurement     
 Stage

Construction    
 Stage

Point data acquired from 
laser scanning

Teamwork InnovationSustainability Management Framework Accountability ExpertiseAccountabilitySustainability Management Framework 
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Governance
Governance Policy

Based on Samsung Philosophy, “We will devote our human resources and technology to create 
superior products and services, thereby contributing to a better global society,” our ultimate goal 
is “to satisfy not only our clients but also their own clients, thus creating future value for our clients 
through engineering excellence.” We transparently operate our governance system according to 
proper procedures and strive to establish an advanced governance system by ensuring checks and 
balances between the management, independent directors and shareholders. The Board of Directors 
(BOD) is operated in compliance with the Regulation of the BOD, which stipulates general matters of 
its operation, and maintains its independence.

Governance Structure

At Samsung Engineering, we protect the rights of our stakeholders including the shareholders and 
strive to engage in transparent and responsible business operation by ensuring independence 
of the BOD, the highest decision-making body. The participation of those with expertise and 
capability in various fields in the BOD enhances efficiency, and independent directors who have 
no vested interest in the company keep the management in check. 

Governance Structure

Composition of the BOD

At Samsung Engineering, the BOD consists of 3 executive and 4 independent directors to 
ensure transparency and independence in the decision-making process. All directors are 
appointed by the resolution of the general shareholder meetings. Executive director candidates 
are recommended by the BOD or shareholders, whereas independent director candidates are 
nominated by the Independent Director Recommendation Committee. Also, for diversity in the 
BOD, we do not discriminate based on nationality, race, gender or religion. We disclose these 
principles in our Corporate Governance Report and Sustainability Report. 

Composition of the BOD1)

Directors Name Position Date of 
Appointment End of Term Expertise

Executive

Sung An Choi President & CEO, BOD Chairman Jan. 26, 2018 Jan. 25, 2021 Hydrocarbon

Kang Joon Kim Head of Corporate Support Division Jan. 26, 2018 Jan. 25, 2021 General business 
operation

Jae Hoon Choi Head of Marketing Division Mar. 19, 2020 Mar. 18, 2023 Marketing

Independent

Hyung Sik Oh Emeritus Professor of 
Seoul National University Mar. 30, 2016 Mar. 20, 2022 Industrial 

engineering

Man Ho Seo Former Vice President of Woori Bank Mar. 24, 2017 Mar. 18, 2023 Finances, 
accounting

Il Dong Park Former Vice President of 
the Export-Import Bank of Korea Mar. 22, 2018 Mar. 21, 2021 Banking

Il Moon
Professor of the Department of 
Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering, 
Yonsei University

Mar. 21, 2019 Mar. 20, 2022 Hydrocarbon

Corporate 
Governance

Board of Directors
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Independence and Activities of the BOD

We ensure independent directors’ rights to receive relevant information on corporate management 
and to make decisions objectively and independently from the company, management or controlling 
shareholders. In 2016, the Articles of Association is amended so that the BOD’s chairman can be 
appointed among the directors including independent directors in addition to the CEO. In 2019, the 
BOD deliberated on 17 agenda items in 9 meetings with the participation rate1) of 98%.

Independent Directors

The qualifications of independent directors comply with Korea’s Commercial Act and Articles 
of Association. To enhance the BOD’s expertise, we appoint outside experts with expertise and 
ample experience in economics, society, law or relevant technologies. And the current independent 
directors are experts in accounting and finance and leaders of the industry with expertise and 
insight. Independent directors cannot hold more than two external positions, and major shareholders 
or affiliates of the company do not qualify to be independent directors. We have an organization 
supporting the BOD and explain major issues to independent directors.

Organization Supporting the BOD1)

Name No. of 
Employees

Job 
Title

Years of 
Service Major Activities

HR Mgmt. Team 
(HR Support Group)

3 Pro
5.5 years on 

average

•  Hosting BOD meetings, managing minutes of 
the BOD, supporting independent directors’ 
participation in meetings and committee, 
providing education and supporting other 
activities

We arrange meetings with executives and presentations to help new independent directors 
understand the business status promptly, and visits to our places of business in Korea and 
overseas to enhance their understanding. Independent directors hold meetings for themselves to 
freely exchange their views on the overall business operation.

Education for Independent Directors

Date Independent Directors Attended Details

Apr. 29, 2019
• Hyung Sik Oh • Man Ho Seo
• Il Dong Park • Il Moon

•  Explanation of the internal accounting management 
system due to amendments to the Act on External 
Audit of Stock Companies

Jul. 08, 2019
• Hyung Sik Oh • Man Ho Seo
• Il Dong Park • Il Moon

•  EPC execution methods and the status of our 
project execution

•  Visits to project sites in Vietnam and Thailand  
(Jul. 08, 2019 - Jul. 12, 2019)

Performance Evaluation and Compensation

The independent directors are evaluated every year based on participation rate, expertise and level 
of understanding, and the results are used to improve the efficiency of their activities and as grounds 
for re-appointment. Independent directors’ compensations are not linked to business performance 
for their independence. The compensations for the management, including the executive directors, 
consist of wages based on the job position and incentives based on the individuals’ performance. The 
management including executive directors is evaluated based on non-financial performance (safety, 
compliance, business irregularities/corruption, security) as well as financial performance (revenue, net 
profit, stock prices). And we have a long-term deferred payment system to link the compensation of 
the management to long-term business performance. Each year, the compensation limit is approved 
at the general shareholders’ meeting. The cap for 2019 was KRW 7.5 billion, with KRW 3.6 billion 
actually paid out.

1)   Composition: As of the end of 
May 2020,

   Average tenure of board 
members in years: 2.1 years  
(as of the end of Dec. 2019)

1)  There is no minimum requirement 
for the participation rate.

1) As of the end of Dec. 2019

Management 
Committee

Audit 
Committee

Independent 
Director 

Recommendation 
Committee

Related Party 
Transactions 
Committee

Compensation 
Committee

General Meeting of Shareholders

Board of Directors



Auditing 
Organizations

Shareholders

Committees 

Based on the Articles of Association and Regulation of the BOD, the BOD delegates authority to 5 
committees for efficiency. In this way, we reflect the stakeholders’ demands in our operation.

List of Committees1)

Name Composition Directors Function

Management 
Committee

3 executive 
directors

Sung An Choi (Head),
Kang Joon Kim, Jae Hoon Choi

Deliberating and deciding on 
major management issues

Audit Committee
3 independent 

directors
Hyung Sik Oh (Head), 
Man Ho Seo, Il Dong Park

Auditing accounting practices 
and business activities as well as 
appointing external auditors

Independent 
Director 
Recommendation
Committee

2 executive and 
3 independent 

directors

Sung An Choi (Head), 
Kang Joon Kim, Hyung Sik Oh, 
Man Ho Seo, Il Dong Park

Recommending independent 
director candidates

Related Party 
Transactions 
Committee

3 independent 
directors

Hyung Sik Oh (Head), 
Man Ho Seo, Il Dong Park

Deliberating and deciding on 
transactions with affiliates

Compensation 
Committee

3 independent 
directors

Hyung Sik Oh (Head), 
Man Ho Seo, Il Dong Park

Deliberating and deciding on 
the limits and policies related to 
compensation to registered directors

1) As of the end of May 2020

Internal Auditing Organization

The Audit Committee is created according to relevant laws and internal regulations to ensure 
that the management enhances the value of the company and shareholders based on proper 
procedures and rational decision making. The Audit Committee has 3 independent directors 
appointed in the general shareholders’ meetings. The head is selected by the resolution of the 
Audit Committee. It examines business operation by the BOD and CEO, requests sales reports 
and investigates the company’s operation and financial status. It reviews financial statements and 
accounting firms’ audit procedures and results. And it requests accounting firms to additionally 
review accounting ledgers and relevant documents and examines the result. It receives and 
assesses reports on the operation of the internal accounting management system. Furthermore, 
it attends the BOD and other meetings, receives reports on deliberations of the Management 
Committee and sales from directors and reviews reports on important matters.

Organization Dedicated to Supporting the Audit Committee

In May 2019, we created an organization dedicated to supporting the Audit Committee under the 
Finance & Accounting Team to educate the auditors, support the Audit Committee’s operation 
and supervision, run the internal accounting management system and receive external audits.

External Auditor

We appoint auditors according to the Act on External Audit of Stock Companies. When appointing 
external auditors, the Audit Committee evaluates their size, qualification to audit overseas 
operation, transparency and independence. Samil PwC, our external auditor, reports the progress 
of accounting audits and provides oral or written reports to the Audit Committee without the 
attendance of the management for strengthened communication and transparency.

Shareholders’ Rights

To fairly and timely provide information on general shareholders’ meetings, we explain in detail 
agendas and disclose notices for convocation and the results on DART (Data Analysis, Retrieval 

and Transfer System). Also, we enable shareholders to exercise their rights in writing and by 
proxy. According to the Article 542-6 of the Commercial Act, those holding at least 0.5 percent 
of the outstanding shares for more than 6 months can propose agendas at least six weeks 
before the general shareholders’ meeting. The BOD must accept them unless they violate laws 
or the Articles of Association or unless they can be rejected based on the Commercial Act’s 
Enforcement Decree. In 2020, we decided on the convocation of shareholders on Feb. 28 and 
held the 53rd general shareholders’ meeting on Mar. 19. 

Results of the Agenda Items in the 53rd General Meeting

Category Agenda Approval Rate

Agenda 1 Approval of the financial statements of the 53rd fiscal year 86.6%

Agenda 2 Appointment of directors

Agenda 2-1 Appointment of Jae Hoon Choi as executive director 98.5%

Agenda 2-2 Appointment of Man Ho Seo as independent director 95.9%

Agenda 3 Appointment of members of the Audit Committee 97.7%

Agenda 4 Approval of compensation limit for directors 82.5%

Numbers of Shares and Ownership

In 1996, Samsung Engineering was listed on the Korea Stock Exchange. As of the end of 2019, 
our capital stock was KRW 980 billion with 196 million common shares. The largest shareholder 
is Samsung SDI with an 11.69 percent stake, while Samsung C&T, an affiliated company, has 
a 6.97 percent stake. Shareholders can exercise voting rights at the general shareholders’ 
meeting and participate in the decision making. Their opinions are reflected in our policies and 
operation with the approval of the management and the BOD. Also, we protect the rights of 
minority shareholders and listen carefully to their voices. Minority shareholders have the right of 
representative action and inspection of accounting ledgers according to the Commercial Act. As 
of the end of 2019, minority shareholder1) ownership is 68.91 percent, or 135,067,080 shares.

Composition of Ownership2)

Category Common Shares Percentage

Foreigners 70,351,411 35.89%

Individuals 44,679,833 22.80%

Affiliated companies and persons 40,331,411 20.58%

Domestic institutions 37,651,547 19.21%

Employee stock ownership association 2,985,798 1.52%

Common shares 196,000,000

Shares of Affiliated Companies and Persons3)

Category Type No. of Shares Percentage of Shares

Samsung SDI Common shares 22,918,426 11.69%

Samsung C&T Common shares 13,668,989 6.97%

Samsung Fire & Marine Insurance Common shares 435,000 0.22%

Samsung Life Insurance (customer account) Common shares  176,876 0.09%

Jae Yong Lee Common shares 3,024,038 1.54%

Sung An Choi4) Common shares 44,255 0.02%

Chan Sul Jung Common shares 30,548 0.02%

Kang Joon Kim Common shares 33,279 0.02%

Total Common shares  40,331,411 20.58%

1)  Minority shareholders refer to those 
who hold shares less than 1 percent 
of the outstanding shares. 

2)  As of Dec. 31, 2019. All shares are 
common shares, and there are no 
dual-class shares.

3)  As of Dec. 31, 2019. The National 
Pension Service has a 10.02 percent 
stake. 

4)  Based on the stock price of KRW 
19,200 as of Dec. 30, 2019.  
The ratio of shares to the fixed salary 
of Sung An Choi, the CEO, is 1.31.
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Compliance Management Framework

Management based on ethics and compliance is the basic principle of all our work at Samsung 
Engineering. We impose detailed operation regulations and guidelines under the compliance 
control standards. Also, we identify laws and regulations inside and outside of Korea to prevent 
violations in advance and operate the compliance control system to systematically respond 
to various legal risks. Furthermore, we have an independent team that supports compliance 
management to manage risks of major tasks and oversees the establishment and implementation 
of prevention policies. Each team assigns compliance managers and compliance officers who 
implement compliance activities on the team level.  

Structure of the Compliance Organization

Roles and Responsibilities

Compliance Inspection and Risk Management

To identify legal risks in advance and take systematic actions in this rapidly changing global 
business environment, Samsung Engineering endeavors to strengthen inspection and around-
the-clock monitoring and to prevent and manage major risks. We regularly inspect the education 
and compliance systems in not only the headquarters but also overseas offices and sites in Korea 
and overseas to identify major legal risks and make improvements. Also, we ask employees to 
self-evaluate their compliance awareness and knowledge about major legal risks and strive to 
share relevant knowledge and heighten their awareness through constant communication. 

Major Compliance Inspections and Monitoring Activities

Category Target Time

Domestic sites 

14 sites including those in Pyeongtaek, Tangjeong, Giheung, 
Hwaseong and Cheonan
(Subcontracting, Framework Act on the Construction Industry, 
Personal Information Protection Act, etc.)

Mar., Oct.

Overseas offices
6 offices including those in Malaysia, China, UAE, India and 
Saudi Arabia 
(Anti-corruption, bid-rigging, trade secrets, seal management, etc.)

Feb., Sep.

Overseas sites
5 sites including those in Thailand, Saudi Arabia and Hungary
(Subcontracting, anti-corruption, seal management, etc.)

Feb., Oct.

Self-evaluation
(awareness/knowledge)

Employees working in Korea Apr., Sep.

Compliance 
Management 
Framework

Internalizing 
Ethics & 
Compliance
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CEO

Compliance Manager (main, assistant) Compliance Officer

Compliance Team
[Team Leader = 

Chief Compliance Officer]Teams

•  Supervising the team’s compliance
•  Preventing and managing legal risks related to the 

team’s work

Compliance Officer

•  Implementing and managing the team’s compliance
•  Sharing and spreading issues related to compliance

Compliance Manager

Governance Ethics & Compliance

Ethics & Compliance
Operating Ethics & Compliance System

We operate the LSS (Legal Support System) to enable all our employees to seek advice from 
experts regardless of time and place and minimize contract-related risks through standard 
contract forms and preliminary contract reviews. In addition, we operate the whistleblowing 
system and receive reports on unfair practices or demands by someone who abuses their 
position as well as on corruption cases. All information related to whistleblowers is fully protected, 
and all reported cases are handled differentially by type. As for the corruption cases that were 
found to be true, we take disciplinary actions according to the seriousness of the cases.

Operation of Ethics & Compliance System (Unit: No. of cases)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Provision of legal support 1,643 2,057 2,012

Korea 621 899 831

Overseas 1,022 1,158 1,181

Reported cases 129 88 80

Corruption 27 16 21

Complaints 41 39 46

Others 61 33 13

Raising Ethics & Compliance Awareness 

At Samsung Engineering, we provide mandatory online and offline compliance education for all 
our employees including the management to heighten employees’ compliance awareness and 
preemptively respond to potential legal issues. In 2019, we made improvements and included 
recent trends and cases to the online education to address legal risks. And every year, we 
collect signed compliance pledges from all our employees. In addition, on the ECS (Engineering 
Compliance System), the compliance management portal site to support employees to take part 
in compliance activities, we provide guidelines in each sector and details of recent cases about 
compliance management to enable employees to effectively respond to issues that arise.

Ethics & Compliance Education for Employees

Category 2017 2018 2019

Offline ethics & compliance education hours (hours) 12,147 17,399 13,271

Anti-corruption 1,081 4,460 2,929

Legal compliance 11,066 12,939 10,342

No. of employees who received offline ethics & 
compliance education (persons) 12,516 15,668 15,407

Anti-corruption 1,193 4,960 4,265

Legal compliance 11,323 10,708 11,142

No. of employees who received online ethics & 
compliance education (persons) 8,338 4,901 4,907

Anti-corruption 3,999 541 512

Legal compliance 4,339 4,360 4,395Website for ethical management 
and reports

ECS, the compliance 
management portal site

Risk Management Employees Local Community Supply Chain Environment



New Business Division

Plant Business Division

Eng’g Division

Procurement Division

Construction Division

Marketing Division

Industrial & Environmental 
Business Division

Corporate Support Division

Managing Contacts with Competitors

To prevent collusion risks caused by contacts with competitors, Samsung Engineering obligates 
employees to report contacts with competitors. When employees contact employees of our 
competitors, we send them an e-mail in advance to let them know what they should be careful 
about and obligate them to make reports on contacts with competitors and to upload the results 
on the system in order to prevent collusion or actions that may be construed as collusion.

Protecting Personal Information

To protect personal information of our clients and employees, we strictly comply with relevant 
laws and regulations such as the Personal Information Protection Act of Korea and EU GDPR 
(General Data Protection Regulation). We also operate the Personal Information Protection 
Committee, which discusses and decides measures to protect personal information, and 
dedicated organizations including working-level consultative group that implement policies and 
promote discussions between teams in order to systematically protect and manage personal 
information on the company level. In addition, to prevent personal information leaks, we offer 
education on personal information protection to all employees and apply various technological 
and administrative protection measures to prevent improper access to and leakage of personal 
information. In 2019, we took out insurance for personal information protection compensation for 
prompt compensation to victims in case of personal information leak incidents.

Organization Structure for Personal Information Protection

Preventing 
Collusion

Information 
Protection
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Campaigns for Ethics & Compliance Management

By using diverse channels such as in-house broadcasting, newsletters and magazines, we ensure 
that employees understand the concept of ethics and compliance management and prevent legal 
risks by themselves. We emphasize our compliance management guidelines and the importance 
of major risks through CEO’s compliance message every year and regularly provide compliance 
education for executives and team leaders to engage in compliance management. We inform the 
latest issues and trends of compliance through monthly compliance magazines and compliance 
letters. Also, we stimulate our employees’ interest in the compliance management through 
various methods of participation such as special broadcasts and quizzes.

Samsung Engineering Code of Conduct

As a global corporate citizen, Samsung Engineering respects and actively implements 
guidelines of various international organizations. Also, to fulfill our roles as a company and social 
responsibilities, we established Samsung Engineering Code of Conduct based on Samsung 
Business Principles and published it to all our employees and to the public. The Code is a 
guideline with which the company and all employees must comply when doing business or 
performing their work and includes Samsung Engineering’s policies and guidelines related to 
ethics & compliance management, respect for human rights and environmental protection.

Samsung Business Principles

Samsung Engineering Code of Conduct

We comply with laws and 
ethical standards.01

Principle

We maintain a clean 
organizational culture.02

Principle

We respect customers, 
shareholders and employees. 03

Principle

We care for the environment, 
health and safety.04

Principle

We are a socially responsible 
corporate citizen. 05

Principle

Chapter 1

Integrity

1-1. Compliance
1-2. Integrity
1-3. Fair Transactions
1-4. Information Protection
1-5. Political Neutrality

Chapter 2

Basic Ethical 
Principles for 
Employees

2-1. Maintaining Honor and Dignity
2-2. Sense of Responsibility
2-3. Respecting Each Other
2-4.  Information Security and 

Responsible Asset Management
2-5. Anti-corruption
2-6. Preventing Conflict of Interest

Chapter 3

Respecting 
Stakeholders

3-1. Respecting Clients
3-2. Respecting Shareholders
3-3. Respecting Suppliers
3-4. Respecting Employees

Chapter 4

Legal and Social 
Responsibility

4-1. Human Rights
4-2. Health and Safety
4-3. Protecting Environment
4-4. Contributing to Local Communities

Samsung Engineering Code of Conduct

Personal Information 
Protection Consultative Group 

Compliance Team

Chief Privacy Officer
(Head of HR Management Team)

Personal Information 
Protection Part

(Information Security Center, 
HR Management Team)

Head of Corporate
Process Innovation Team (CIO)

IT Security

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Person in Charge of Personal Information

Governance Ethics & Compliance Risk Management Employees Local Community Supply Chain Environment



Managing 
Risks in Business 
Operation
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Ethics & Compliance Risk Management

2) Managing risks during project execution

Risk Register (Risk Management System)

Initial Planning DatabaseMonitoring and Change Management

Update & 
implementation management

RM Team

1st risk workshop

Drafting/
System registration

Comments Site inspection
(1st/2nd)

Two times

Screening and 
management of 

advance activities

Around-the-clock

Risk inspection/
SRA2)

Quarterly

2nd risk
workshop

One time

1) Screening bidding projects

Summarize potential
projects

Analyze risks and expected value 
from each potential project

Screen projects and
make a bid

3) When an issue arises

Risk 
Monitoring

Delay Emergency
Meeting

Establishing 
Countermeasures

Report to 
Management

(CEO & Management 
Committee)

New Risks

Every year, Samsung Engineering analyzes markets to identify new risks and draws up response 
plans. Recently, there are increasing interest in companies’ implementation of sustainability 
management, and clients are increasingly asking for more localization. Saudi Aramco, one of 
our major clients in the Middle East, is implementing a policy to localize the supply chain with 
the goal of expanding the localization level to 70 percent by 2021. And ADNOC (Abu Dhabi 
National Oil Company) of the UAE obligates its partners to expand local outsourcing, purchase 
and investment and hire more local talents. Considering that clients from regions other than 
the Middle East are also asking for more contribution to local communities in the bidding and 
project execution, we are establishing and improving our localization strategies by fostering local 
technicians and identifying competent local companies. 

Long-term Risks

For more sustainable business operation and growth, Samsung Engineering identifies and 
responds to potential long-term risks as well as short-term risks. For this, we regard global risks 
released by the World Economic Forum as long-term risks, monitor relevant matters and make 
mitigation effort. According to the Global Risks Report 20201), failure of climate-change mitigation 
and adaptation, extreme weather events and biodiversity loss are the most serious risks in terms 
of likelihood and impact. This is why we established mid-to-long-term GHG reduction goals and 
are engaging in various activities to respond to long-term risks such as strengthening activities to 
preserve biodiversity at our project sites. 

Managing Financial Risks

At Samsung Engineering, we categorize financial risks arising from our domestic and overseas 
marketing activities into market risks, credit risks, liquidity risks and capital risks to implement 
appropriate policies depending on the type. Also, we have a financial management system 
that corresponds to the K-IFRS (Korean International Financial Reporting Standards) and our 
guidelines, and manage global financial risks by deploying employees in charge of finance 
to global hubs. Especially, the introduction of CUBE (Cloud for Unique and Best Engineering) 
ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system and assignment of employees dedicated to 
fund monitoring allow us to conduct more systematic financial monitoring and strengthen 
our risk reporting and response system. Moreover, we established a process and system for 
financial balance management of each project and monitor the status of liquidity to maintain an 
appropriate level. And we established a systematic process to manage suppliers’ performance 
and warranty guarantee and adopted the RPA (Robotic Process Automation) system to check 
suitability of the guarantee. The systems have been used as means for expediting and enhancing 
the quality of suppliers. 

Transparently Managing Taxation Risks

To manage and respond in advance to taxation risks, we are monitoring changes in the financial 
and taxation environment and regulations related to BEPS (Base Erosion and Profit Sharing). As 
for overseas projects, we thoroughly study local taxation policies, regulations and practices from 
the bidding stage to preemptively identify potential risks of the project execution and contribute 
to smooth project execution. In addition, we network with global accounting firms to identify and 
respond to taxation practices of the countries where we operate.

1)  A global report released by the World Economic Forum. It contains analysis of risks that are highly likely to arise and 
those expected to have considerably negative impact in the next 10 years and presents relevant tasks.

1)  Risk Register: A document that includes identified risks and response plans. It is a mandatory document for preemptive 
risk management.

2) SRA: Schedule Risk Analysis

Identifying and 
Responding to 
Risks

Managing 
Financial and 
Taxation Risks

Risk Management
Managing Contractual Risks

From the project bidding stage, we identify risks in contracts and take measures to reduce the 
possibility of potential risks. On the project execution stage, we assign employees dedicated 
to contract management to each project to professionally handle contracts with clients and 
suppliers and timely respond to issues that arise. Also, we integrated the function of project 
insurance management with the company-level contract management and secured additional 
experts in insurance with a long career to strengthen our expertise in insurance management.

Managing Project Risks

Samsung Engineering strives to stably win new orders and manages risks in advance. Based 
on risk capacity, we analyze risks of potential projects through Project Portfolio Management to 
select optimal projects based on the total risks on the company level and soundness of each 
potential project, and thoroughly analyze and manage risks of ongoing projects through Risk 
Register1) management. In addition, we regularly report the progress of risk management based 
on the risk management process from the bidding to the execution stages. Also, we monitor risks 
in real time with the risk management system for prompt action. The RM (Risk Management) 
Team monitors company-wide risks and reports major risks to the management so that decisions 
are made promptly and properly in the management meetings and Management Committee.

Risk Reporting Process
You can check relevant 
information by clicking on 
the report.  

Global Risks Report 2020

Governance Employees Local Community Supply Chain Environment

https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-risks-report-2020


Managing Schedule Risks

In the PTTGC Olefins Reconfiguration Project, we construct a plant that will produce 500,000-ton 
ethylene and 66,000-ton butadiene at Rayong, 150 kilometers southeast of Bangkok. According 
to the contract of this project, the EPC contractor is responsible for technological guarantee, and 
it was important for us to collaborate with companies that are verified in the market and enhance 
productivity due to the limited size of the site. Therefore, Samsung Engineering identified potential 
risks in advance, registered them on the Risk Register, drew up response strategies against major 
management risks for each type through the SRA (Schedule Risk Analysis) and strived to execute 
the project without delay.

Advance Risk Management based on Risk Register   To enhance the quality of risk management 
and preemptively respond to risks, Samsung Engineering registers risks derived from the 1st and 2nd 
risk workshops on the Risk Register and monitors them through monthly inspections and quarterly 
meetings. While executing this project, we identified 137 risks, cleared 126 risks and are managing 
11 risks as of March 2020. The cleared risks include delay of the consortium partner and construction 
delay due to the limited size of the site. We systematically monitored the identified risks based on our 
risk management process and contributed to successful execution of the project. 

Timely Response to Risks through Scenario Analysis   For the scenario analysis, we apply 
risks that are highly likely to arise to the schedule, perform simulations and quantitatively analyze 
the impact and probability of delay of the identified risks. The RM Team analyzed scenarios of 
each schedule risk with the Monte Carlo Simulation: We applied no risk for Case 1; 21 risks from 
the Risk Register for Case 2; correction value of marginal productivity of resource injection to 
Case 2 due to the limited size of the site for Case 3; and we removed event risks related to piping 
for Case 4. After the simulations and sensitivity analysis, we came up with key activities. Also, 
we shared the results with the site and enabled preemptive risk sensing through the scenario 
analysis.  

Education on Risk Management

To heighten our employees’ awareness of the importance of project risk management, acquire 
detailed analysis methods and enhance our capability to handle clients, we started offering 
education on risk management in 2019. We provided one-day intensive course consisting of 
three subjects encompassing risk management for employees performing risk-related work 
and completed two rounds of education in 2019. Also, we conducted education on risks for 
employees in charge of risk management in project teams in the first and second half of the year 
to intensively develop onsite employees’ risk management capability. 

Informal Meetings on Risk Management

We hold informal meetings for employees in charge of project risk management twice a year to 
listen to their voices and incorporate them to the upgrade of risk management methods. In 2019, 
we collected opinions about the use of CUBE RM system in the informal meetings and made 
improvements. 

Strengthening 
Risk Management 
Capability 

Flexible Working Hours

With the introduction of the 52-hour work week, Samsung Engineering allows employees at 
the headquarters to select their working schedule from July 2018, enabling employees to 
autonomously manage their working hours and schedule on a monthly basis, in order to comply 
with the legal requirement. Also, employees can select when they come to work and leave office, 
except the mandatory working hours between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m., so that they can work flexibly 
according to their needs.  

Supporting Work-Life Balance

Samsung Engineering recognizes the importance of work-life balance and is introducing policies 
for a healthy family life and maternity protection for employees. 

Expanding the Paternity Leave Policy   We allow employees to go on paternal leave within 
90 days, which used to be 30 days, from the birth of their child and extended the number of paid 
paternal leave days from 5 to 10 days. And in the past, employees had to use their paternal leave 
days all at once, but now they can divide them into two. 

Expanding Application of Working-hour Reduction Programs for Those Raising Young 
Children   We allow employees raising children who are younger than 8 years old or second 
graders to use the working-hour reduction programs as long as 2 years by combining one year 
of legally guaranteed childcare leave and working-hour reduction. The headquarters applies the 
core time program where employees can reduce their working hours between 1 and 5 hours 
whereas our sites in Korea applies a program where employees can request for working-hour 
reduction for a fixed time range.  

Enabling Employees to Request for Working-hour Reduction and Introducing Family Care Leave   
From January 2020, with the amendments to the Equal Employment Opportunity Act, we enable 
employees to request for working-hour reduction for taking care of their own health or health of their 
family due to diseases, incidents or senility or for raising their children and introduced family care 
leave, which employees can use up to 10 days a year. 

Improving Fertility Treatment Leave   In 2018, we introduced the fertility treatment leave, where 
employees can take as long as 3 days off a year for fertility treatment for themselves or their 
spouses. In 2019, we removed the conditions that required employees to first use up their leave 
days and enabled employees to use the fertility treatment leave on any day they want instead of 
using it on the first day of a month. 

Creating a 
Healthy Working 
Environment

Employees
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Risk Management Employees

Target Details 2019 Performance

• General risk management
• Quantitative risk analysis  
• Schedule risk analysis 

Twice a year 

(Jul./Sep.) 

Twice a year 

(1st/2nd half) • Risk definition and management methods

Employees 
performing 
risk-related work

Employees in charge 
of risk management 
in project teams

Informal Meetings for Those 
Subject to Maternity Protection
The Women’s Council of Samsung Engineering held 3 informal meetings for those 

subject to maternity protection and those raising young children from August 2019.

In the meetings, the attendees shared their difficulties and discussed ways for the 
company to support them. Based on the collected comments, we took actions including 
improving the environment of Mom’s Rooms and will keep performing diverse activities to 
enhance the organization culture and policies for maternity protection.

Ethics & ComplianceGovernance Local Community Supply Chain Environment



Use of Childcare Leave

Category 2017 2018 2019

Childcare leave (cases)
Male 261 99 59

Female 86 126 83

Return rate (%)
Male 96 95 86

Female 93 98 100

Retention rate (%)
(working for at least 12 months after return)

Male 96 96 86

Female 97 100 100

Enhancing Quality of Life

Samsung Engineering is running programs to enhance our employees’ quality of life. We hold 
food truck events for refreshment during working hours and provide support for use of recreational 
facilities and club activities to help employees recharge in their leisure time. In addition, we issue 
parking vouchers first to the disabled, pregnant and mobility impaired employees who experience 
difficulties in commuting and get employees’ cars checked before national holidays for their safety.  

Supporting Employees Dispatched to Sites for a Long Term   We provide a one-month sabbatical 
leave for employees who return from sites in Korea or overseas after more than a year to give them time 
to fight off the accumulated fatigue. In addition, we receive applications for participating in the Healing 
Camp program from employees who are dispatched to overseas sites for at least 2 years to help them 
refresh themselves with their families and enhance their sense of belonging. The program, which is held 
at Samsung’s Yeongdeok Training Center, consists of meditation sessions, including meditation 
in the forest and family empathy meditation, and healing sessions, such as star observation, 
music concert and book reading, to provide them with opportunities to experience peace and 
happiness. In 2019, 18 employees participated in the Healing Camp program with their families. 

Caring for Retirees

For a stable life after retirement, Samsung Engineering operates a number of programs for 
retirees. With the extension of life expectancy, we provide life planning education twice a year 
to help employees prepare for their second life after retirement. And we operate the Career 
Consulting Center, which helps talents with ample experience, expertise and job skills get hired 
by companies that require their capabilities. Also, we adopted the DB1) plan as retirement pension 
plan for safe management of employees’ retirement funds and the DC2) plan for those who are 
close to retirement and are subject to the salary peak system. 

Supporting Improvement of Employees’ Health

Every quarter, Samsung Engineering conducts medical checkups for employees working at sites 
in Korea and overseas and continues to run programs to improve their health. Through simple 
self-checkup, we identify employees’ health and offer health improvement programs appropriate 
for each site and individual. Also, to improve our employees’ mental health, we collaborate with 
the Counseling Center to measure their stress level and operate stress-releasing programs and 
strive to create sites where everyone is healthy physically and mentally. 
  
Enhancing Health and Safety with Smart Health Management   With the change in the 
construction industry’s perception of health management, increase in occupational diseases 
and need for the fourth industrial revolution businesses, we need to engage in efficient health 
management for everyone working at construction sites. This is why Samsung Engineering 
established a health management system that can be accessed easily with smartphones to 
improve health management at the sites. We share the results of medical checkups, doctors’ 
recommendations and health improvement campaigns through smartphones in order to enable 
employees to keep taking care of their health and eventually improve health management at the 
sites. Based on the belief that healthy people can secure safety, we plan to continuously engage 
in health improvement activities.

Operating Mind and Body Care Program at Overseas Sites   To relieve work stress of those 
working at overseas sites and help manage their physical health, we operate the Mind and Body 
Care Program. The program consists of two parts: activities to seek peace of mind including 
one-on-one counseling with psychological counselors and mind health lectures; and activities 
to enhance physical health through health management consulting tailored to each employee’s 
needs. In 2019, we provided the Mind and Body Care Program for 318 employees working at 11 
overseas sites in 4 countries.  

Enhancing 
Employees’ Health
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Risk Management

01  Measure vital signs and enhance the level of health 
management with smart watches

02  Connect updates with location information to minimize 
human errors

03   Establish a central health control system with the 
dashboard (monitoring of vital signs)

04  Visualize vital signs and manage issues in real time to 
prevent emergencies

Data Data

Directions of Smart Health Management

Samsung Wearable  
+ GearUP App

GearUP 
Cloud

GearUP Admin 
Dashboard

Emergency rescue request

Indoors/outdoors location tracking

Steps, heart rate, sleep

Geo-fencing

Real-time notification, 
two-way messaging

1) DB: Defined Benefit
2) DC: Defined Contribution
3)  The retirement rate is based on the annual average number of permanent employees of the headquarters and 

includes resignation at the request of employees and retirement. 

Retirement rate3)

(Unit: %)
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Inspection of employees’ cars Mind health lectureFood truck event for refreshment

EmployeesEthics & ComplianceGovernance Local Community Supply Chain Environment



Establishing a New Social Contribution Framework

In 2019, we established a new social contribution framework based on Samsung’s new CSR 
vision, “Together for Tomorrow! Enabling People!” to realize the value of “People.” We plan 
to expand our signature social contribution programs including Global Hope Library, Junior 
Engineering Academy and Eco-generation to help adolescents equip themselves with qualities 
necessary to grow into healthy adults. Also, we will introduce new education programs for 
adolescents by reflecting the nature of our business.  

Junior Engineering Academy

We started Junior Engineering Academy to attract global youths’ interest in engineering that can 
make our society sustainable, such as water treatment technologies, petrochemical energy and 
renewable energy. Junior Engineering Academy, which invites adolescents around the world, 
encourages youths to pursue a career related to environment and engineering and dream of 
becoming engineers, and contributes to enhancing the perception and image of Korea through 
cultural experience programs. In 2019, Junior Engineering Academy was held two times: one 
session for 41 global youths from 10 countries including Korea and the other session for 100 
Korean students. Samsung Engineering operates Eco-generation school, which started as 
employees’ talent donation program in 1996, outside of Korea as part of Junior Engineering 
Academy. In 2019, 1,078 children near our global offices in 5 countries—India, Thailand, China, 
Mexico and the UAE—received education on the fundamentals and importance of energy. 

Eco-generation

Eco-generation, one of Samsung Engineering’s CSR programs, provides diverse environmental 
education contents to youths through the online platform (tunza.eco-generation.org). Every year, 
more than 200 thousand youths around the world learn about the environment and develop their 
environmental leadership through this platform. In addition, we annually select Eco-generation 
Regional Ambassadors to enhance the environmental awareness of the next generation. As Eco-
generation’s program to support clubs, we hold the Energy & Green Awards for Youths, where we 
help students take initiative and carry out assignments. In 2019, we expanded the beneficiaries 
to 30 clubs from elementary, middle and high schools and 10 clubs from colleges and held 
mentoring workshops in participation of our employees. 

Global Hope Library

To help all adolescents hope for a healthier and brighter future, we build Hope Libraries near our 
project sites, starting from India in 2012. In 2019, we built a library at Rayong, Thailand, renovated 
3 libraries at Long Son, Vietnam, donated about 20,000 books and held Eco-generation school to 
enhance literacy and vitalize local communities in the regions. As of 2020, we have built 21 Hope 
Libraries in 9 countries and plan to keep building Hope Libraries to foster future talents in the 
countries where we operate. 

Gangdong-gu Samsung Dream Scholarship

In collaboration with Gangdong-gu Office, Samsung Engineering has selected exemplary 
adolescents and awarded scholarships as long as 3 years since 2012, when we moved to the 
new headquarters building. In 2019, in celebration of our 49th anniversary, we gave scholarships 
amounting to KRW 140 million to 49 adolescents from underprivileged families living in 
Gangdong-gu. In 2020, we plan to select 50 adolescents for the scholarship. 

Daddy-long-legs & Water of Life

Through the Daddy-Long-Legs Program, we support projects that can bring about change in 
children and local communities such as education, medical services, recovery from disasters, 
hygiene management of drinking water and maintenance of livelihood mostly by working with 
health organizations in each country. In 2019, we supported 1,107 children in 199 regions through 
this program. Also, through the Water of Life Program, we renovated equipment supplying 
drinking water and bathrooms in 14 schools in Vung Tau, Vietnam, to help about 7,600 students 
study in a better education environment.  

Employees’ Volunteer Activities 

At Samsung Engineering, employees are actively performing volunteer activities such as talent 
donation through mentoring and regular volunteer activities on the team level. In October 2019, 
we made first-aid kits under the theme of “safety,” Samsung Engineering’s top priority, as the 
company-level hands-on volunteer activity and donated them to Gangdong Senior Welfare Center. 

Social 
Contribution 
Vision

Adolescent 
Education 
Programs

Business-specific 
Program

Contribution to 
Local Community

Local Community
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Employees Local Community

Hope Library in Vietnam Hands-on volunteer activity to make first-aid kits

Adolescent education Business- specific program Contribution to local community

• Junior Engineering Academy
• Eco-generation

• Global Hope Library •  Gangdong-gu Samsung 
Dream Scholarship

•  Daddy-Long-Legs Program
•  Employees’ volunteer activities 

Once a month, after work, the Safety & Environment Team visits 
homes of the elderly in Gangdong-gu to keep company and help 
them with house chores. They welcome us as if we were their 
grandchildren and sincerely share their stories as if we were their 
friends. Even though we stay there for a short time, we hope to ease 
their loneliness. 

Volunteer activity of 
Safety & Environment Team

Bryan Cha Pro
Leader of Safety & 
Environment Team’s  
volunteer group

INTERVIEW 

Risk ManagementEthics & ComplianceGovernance Supply Chain Environment

https://tunza.eco-generation.org/default.jsp


Samsung Engineering believes that education programs are social contribution reflecting the nature of the engineering 
business, where “People” are the key value. With the mission of fostering future engineers, we aim to contribute to achieving 
“Quality Education,” one of UN SDGs. Accordingly, Samsung Engineering Thailand engages in numerous social contribution 

activities including educating adolescents, building libraries and improving school infrastructure and contributes to the 
development of local communities through job creation and volunteer activities. In 2019, in recognition of its strategic social 
contribution effort, Samsung Engineering Thailand won the KOTRA CEO Prize in the 7th Korea’s Beloved Companies Award 

in the sector of Global CSR hosted by the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy.

Creating a 
Culture of Social 
Contribution 

Managing Social 
Contribution 
Performance 
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Contribution of Samsung Engineering Thailand

Creating Shared Value

Fostering Future Engineers

Samsung Engineering Thailand has engaged in Eco-generation school 
since 2013 and provided education to 1,365 elementary and middle 
school students near the office. Eco-generation school provides 
experiment-oriented education using science kits to enhance students’ 
interest and perception of environment and engineering. Moreover, from 
2014, Samsung Engineering Thailand sent 2 to 4 adolescents and 1 
teacher from Thailand every year to Junior Engineering Academy hosted 
by the headquarters to foster future engineers.

Strengthening Commitment to Social Contribution

After establishing the new social contribution vision and framework in 2019, we shared the new 
directions with employees and urged them to actively participate in the activities through the CEO 
Message. And in the BOD meeting of the third quarter, we briefed about changes in our social 
contribution programs to the independent directors. We are endeavoring to enhance the social 
contribution awareness inside and outside of the company.  

Holding a Contest for Social Contribution Ideas for Employees

In October 2019, to reflect our employees’ ideas into new adolescent education programs and 
promote social contribution in our company, we held a contest for social contribution ideas and 
a campaign to encourage employees to make another pledge for donation. In the contest for 
social contribution ideas, we received various ideas about adolescent education programs such 
as creation of plant models, contest for future missions, drone school and plant board games. In 
2020, we will develop new adolescent education programs that reflect the nature of our business 
and foster future engineers. 

Social Contribution Performance

Through quarterly social contribution newsletters, Samsung Engineering spreads the purpose 
and needs for social contribution activities and encourages employees to participate in volunteer 
works and make donations. Also, we enable them to feel a sense of pride and achievement in the 
volunteer activities. 

Social Contribution Expenses and Volunteer Activities

Category 2017 2018 2019

Social contribution expenses (KRW in millions)1) 1,315 1,214 1,627

Total hours of volunteer activities (hours)2) 8,433 5,661 5,018

No. of volunteers (persons)2) 2,269 1,679 1,455

1)  Social contribution expenses are the sum of the company’s donation for education, environment, social welfare and 
cultural activities, the amount of money spent on direct operation and donations from employees. 

2)  The total hours of volunteer activities and number of volunteers are based on the employees working in the 
headquarters in Korea. 

Analyzing Social Contribution Activities

To assess the effect of our social contribution activities, we analyzed the input costs based on the 
model of LBG (London Benchmarking Group). We plan to use it to measure our performance and 
the impact of our social contribution activities.

Analysis of Social Contribution Investments (Unit: KRW in millions)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Cash contribution 405 387 787

Time contribution1) 252 126 652)

Management costs 78 59 94

1)  We calculated the time contribution by multiplying the hours of our employees’ volunteer activities during office hours 
with personnel expenses.

2)  With the introduction of flexible working hours after 2018, volunteer activities must be done between 10 a.m. and 3 
p.m., the core working hours, instead of between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. to be recognized as volunteer activities during 
office hours. This is why the hours of volunteer activities during office hours decreased in 2019.

Improving Education Infrastructure for  
Future Generations

Global Hope Library is our signature social contribution program 
to build libraries at the regions where we operate. In March 2019, 
Samsung Engineering Thailand built a Hope Library in Nong 
Fab, Rayong, Thailand. It donated 4,200 new books, furniture, 
TVs and computers to the library and provided education and 
consulting about managing the library and operating services. 
The Hope Library is improving literacy in the region, developing a 
sense of community and spreading knowledge. Also, Samsung 
Engineering Thailand keeps doing volunteer activities and 
donating books when executing projects nearby. In addition, from 
2018 to October 2019, it operated the Water of Life Program to 
improve educational environment and to offer education about 
mitigating risks of disasters and catastrophes in 3 elementary 
schools. It improved facilities such as water purifiers, cafeterias 
and bathrooms and educated students on various kinds of 
environmental pollution in the region in order to expand the local 
children’s educational rights and protect their rights to receive 
education in a safe environment. 

Contributing to Local Communities through 
Job Creation and Volunteer Activities

Since its foundation in 2004, Samsung Engineering 
Thailand has created quality jobs in the region. It operates 
an internship program for 4 to 5 college students in 
Thailand every year from 2015 and increases employment 
of Koreans residing in Thailand from 2017. And in 2019, 
it hired new employees through the job fair for Koreans 
residing in Thailand hosted by the Korean Embassy in 
Thailand, and thanks to the effort, 170 people are working 
at the office and 491 people at the sites as of December 
2019. Furthermore, it performs various CSR activities 
satisfying the needs of local communities near the project 
sites, including offering engineering education, to improve 
the image of Korea and Korean companies. 

Opening of Hope Library in Thailand

Ceremony of the 7th Korea’s 
Beloved Companies Award



Establishing a Global Network of Suppliers

Our suppliers are classified into detailed design companies for engineering, vendors for procurement, 
and subcontractors for construction. As global company, we establish a differentiated global 
value chain to enhance our competitiveness in all our business operation and contribute to the 
development of local economies.

Status of Supply Chain (Unit: No. of companies)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Detailed design companies1) 123 133 197

Vendors 4,300 4,162 4,268

Korea 1,780 1,767 1,736

Asia (excluding Korea) 949 886 715

Americas 379 368 361

Europe and Africa 561 558 538

Middle East and others 631 583 918

Subcontractors 4,239 4,531 5,909

Korea 914 937 873

Asia (excluding Korea) 1,259 1,483 1,624

Americas 371 419 712

Europe and Africa 420 537 759

Middle East and others 1,275 1,155 1,941

1) All detailed design companies are located in Korea.

Establishing a System of Fair Transactions

Samsung Engineering improves transaction practices and policies so that contracts are signed 
with suppliers and implemented in a fair and reasonable manner based on mutual respect. We 
prevent unfair transactions that may arise in the contract conclusion and implementation through 
monitoring and introduced the Business Guideline to urge all employees to participate in the 
establishment of a clean transaction culture. 

Transparently Selecting and Evaluating Suppliers

Based on fair and transparent procedures, we strive to find competitive suppliers and establish 
strategic partnerships. We use our Partner Portal, an online platform, to publicly recruit suppliers 
and receive applications for cooperation. It lowers entry barriers for new suppliers. When selecting 
suppliers, each department evaluates its suppliers based on strict criteria including their expertise 
and business management capability. And when assessing safety and environment performance, 
we scrutinize suppliers’ organizations related to safety and environment and whether they have 
manuals or acquired certifications. 

We analyze our suppliers’ risks through regular evaluation to establish a sustainable supply chain. 
Also, if the results of the safety and environment evaluation of suppliers are lower than a certain 
level, we limit their participation in the bid for some time and provide special education to enable 
them to make improvement.

Global 
Value Chain

Fair 
Transaction

Supply Chain
Local Community Supply Chain

Criteria of Supplier Evaluation (Unit: points)

Category Criteria

Detailed  
design 
companies

Basic capability evaluation  Execution capability (80), financial capability (20)

Additional evaluation Quality, cooperation, interest,  incentive & disciplinary 
(additions and deductions)  actions

Vendors

Project management (80)  Order management (25-40), delivery management (30-40), 
quality management (10-15)

Corporate management (20)  Business stability (16), management of quality,  
safety & environment (4)

Subcon-
tractors

Korea  Construction (40), safety & environment (35), quality (25)

Overseas Regular evaluation  Construction (35), safety & environment1) (25),  
quality (10), construction manager (5), finance (10), 
bidding (15)

 Bidding evaluation  Schedule management (10), participation in estimation (10),  
execution of estimation (70), cooperation (10)

 Completion evaluation  Construction capabilities (30), claim & settlement (30), 
cooperation (20), safety & quality (20)

1)  Safety & environment evaluation: According to the process of “Plan, Do, Check, Act,” we assess the appropriateness 
of safety management plan, implementation and appropriateness of S-PCM, result of inspection of  risks, action and 
condition, and frequency of safety education

Operating GPA (Global Partnership Agreement)   Samsung Engineering endeavors to build a 
long-term partnership based on mutual trust and co-prosperity. From 2017, we select suppliers 
subject to GPA among those that received good evaluation and give them incentives in the 
bidding and execution depending on their level. We will make good use of GPA suppliers to 
enhance our construction competitiveness based on trust.

Formulating Supplier Code of Conduct

Samsung Engineering formulated the Supplier Code of Conduct to fulfill social responsibilities 
with suppliers, achieve a sound performance and continuously share growth. It is a guideline 
to ensure that suppliers fully comply with every applicable law and regulation and operate their 
business in a safe and ethical manner. And it consists of Human Rights & Labor, Safety & Health, 
Environment and Ethics. We distribute the Supplier Code of Conduct to our suppliers all around 
the world and assess whether they comply with the code. 

Supplier Code of Conduct
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Human Rights & Labor Ethics

• Prohibition of forced labor        
• Working hours
• Wages and benefits     
• Freedom of association
• Humane treatment and non-discrimination
• Minor workers

• Fair transaction         
• Personal information
•  Protection of identity and prohibition  

of retaliation
• Intellectual property and trade secrets
•  Business integrity and prohibition  

of improper gains

Management System

•  Establishment of 
management system

•  Disclosure of  
management information

• Risk management of suppliers

Environment

• Environmental permits
•  Wastewater and  

solid wastes
• Hazardous substances
•  Air pollutants and  

greenhouse gases

Safety & Health

•  Occupational safety
• Emergency preparedness
•  Occupational injury and 

illness
•  Risk identification and 

management

EmployeesRisk ManagementEthics & ComplianceGovernance Environment



Environment Management Framework

The Safety & Environment Team, under the direct control of the CEO, oversees safety, health and 
environment management in the company. It establishes environment management strategies and 
goals, analyzes risks and opportunities, and supports and monitors environment management of 
projects. Also, we operate the headquarters, global offices and sites according to ISO 14001:2015. 
Employees in charge of environment management at sites draw up and implement environment 
plans, monitor the implementation on SEIS (Sustainable Environmental Initiative System), and 
manage data of waste treatment, water use and GHG emissions.

Goals of Environment Management

To reduce our impact on the environment, we manage various indexes. We selected key indexes, 
established goals for 2020 and perform eco-friendly activities to achieve them.

Environment Management Indexes

Category 2019 Performance 2020 Goals

Waste intensity (tons/KRW in billions) 30.2
30% reduction (33.7)

from the level in 2012 (48.2)
GHG emission intensity
(tCO2e/KRW in billions)

6.1
20% reduction (15.1)

from the level in 2012 (18.8)
Environment education (hours/person·month) 0.5 1
Participation in activities to improve the 
environment (cases/person·month)

0.3 1

Water Management

To mitigate our impact on the water resources, we perform the 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) 
activities in all our project sites in Korea and overseas and monitor water use by type.

Water Use

Category 2017 2018 1) 20192)

Water use (tons) 1,143,831 508,481 942,473

Municipal water 576,877 360,610 787,749

Underground water 435,067 102,565 0

Surface water 11 0 0

Recycled water 131,876 45,306 154,724

Water intensity (tons/KRW in billions) 206.6 92.8 148.0

1)  In 2018, many projects were executed in regions equipped with infrastructure, and many employees stayed in 
accommodations that are not camps, which considerably reduced water use.

2)  2019 goal of water use: 835,323 tons * The use of recycled water is not included.

Protecting Biodiversity near Project Sites

Duqm, where the DRPIC Duqm Refinery Package#2 Project is located, is an important habitat for 
migratory birds that fly between Asia and Africa and is selected as IBA (Important Bird Area). Among 
120 species, 115 from IBA and 5 from OBRC (Oman Bird Records Committee), most are migratory 
birds or birds living near coasts, and thousands of gulls come to this region every winter. To minimize 
the project’s impact, we performed the EIA (Environmental Impact Assessment), prepared plans for 
ecological management meeting the IFC PS (International Finance Corporation Performance Standard), 
provide education and monitor the performance. Also, we invite Omani government agencies protecting 
the ecosystem for special lectures and regularly perform campaigns like cleaning up the coasts to 
protect the ecosystem.

Environment 
Management

Creating 
Eco-friendly
Sites
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Supply Chain Environment

Environment
Reducing Wastes

To reduce wastes and increase recycling, every month we monitor waste generation by type and 
treatment amount by method. And we set the waste intensity (ratio of waste generation to revenue) 
as our reduction goal and manage the trend.

Waste Generation and Treatment

Category 2017 2018 20192)

Waste generation (tons) 155,012 146,059 192,114

Construction wastes 148,729 143,931 187,564

General wastes 5,832 1,838 3,622

Hazardous wastes 451 290 928

Waste treatment (tons) 155,012 146,059 192,114

Landfill 57,119 47,405 115,436

Incineration 18,338 2,391 8,973

Recycling 79,554 96,263 67,705

Waste intensity (tons/KRW in billions) 28.0 26.7 30.2

Recycling rate of wastes (%)1) 63.2 67.5 39.9

1)  The recycling rate of wastes is the ratio of incinerated and recycled wastes to the waste generation and includes 
incinerated wastes for waste heat recovery.

2)  2019 goal of waste generation (total wastes/hazardous wastes): 179,424/480 tons. * Goal of the total expected waste 
generation excluding the expected incineration and recycling amount/goal of the expected generation of hazardous 
wastes

Project, we expect to reduce the schedule by 2.5 months, the 
manpower by 65,000 and cost by KRW 8.4 billion. Furthermore, 
when various processes are under way at the same time such 
as scaffolding, waterproofing and concrete placement, wastes 
and dust are generated, and we experience a lot of difficulties 
in managing the environment at the sites and are exposed to 
environmental incident risks. But the modularization reduced 
the generation of wastes, dust and noise and improved the 
onsite environment. With the modularization, we also minimized 
risks of environmental incidents by securing workspace and 
improving the working environment and considerably reduced 
general wastes. The P2 Project generated 11,444 tons of 
wastes as of March 2020 and is expected to generate 14,632 
tons by the completion, which is a 63 percent decrease from 
39,623 tons of wastes generated from the P1 Project.

Category
Waste Generation

Remark
P1 (tons)

Current Completion
P2 (tons) Percentage2) P2 (tons) Percentage2)

Waste concrete 35,010 9,574 27% 12,000 34% Minimizing temporary construction 
Waste synthetic resin 2,449 1,265 52% 1,500 61% Reducing manpower
Waste wood 369 109 30% 120 33% Reducing material pallet
Waste boards 315 216 69% 230 73% Enhancing quality
Hazardous wastes 77 98 127% 100 130%
Mixed wastes 95 0 0% 0 0% Thoroughly separating wastes
Waste asphalt concrete 1,126 0 0% 500 44% Reusing roads for entry/exit
Construction sludge 182 182 100% 182 100%
Total 39,623 11,444 29% 14,632 37%

1)  PTW (Precast Truss Wall) method: We removed the stages of processing steel structures and installing molds and install PTW blocks to place 
concrete inside.

2) Compared to the P1 Project

While executing the Samsung Electronics 
Pyeongtaek P1 Wastewater Treatment Project, 
we applied the PTW method  instead of using 
steel structures and concrete and significantly 
reduced generation of dust, noise and wastes.

For the P2 Project, we made good use of the experience from 
this project and applied modularization on the early stages to 
24 works in major disciplines including settling tanks, reactors, 
pipe racks, pumps and monitoring room. Compared to the P1 

1)

Reducing Wastes by 
Applying Modularization to
Major Disciplines

Local CommunityEmployeesRisk ManagementEthics & ComplianceGovernance



Climate Change Response Strategy

At Samsung Engineering, we identify risks and opportunities from climate change on the company 
and project levels and incorporate them into our decision making according to their importance and 
impact. Major risks include risks of relevant policies and regulations, technological risks in regard to 
demands for transition into low-carbon technologies and physical risks from abnormal weather such 
as typhoons and floods. Also, our stakeholders are increasingly asking us to develop products and 
services that emit less GHGs and improve energy efficiency. To address these demands, we are 
adopting a variety of strategies and activities such as R&D and introduction of new technologies and 
construction methods. At the headquarters, we maintain a moderate indoor temperature, manage a 
lights-out schedule and reduce out-of-office work and business trips to decrease GHG emissions. At 
overseas sites, which use a huge amount of power, we strive to use energy efficiently and reduce GHG 
emissions from the planning phase. We identify major facilities that use energy throughout project 
execution, secure power grids from the early stages and install generators with sufficient capacity. 

Impact of Climate Change

Category Degree of 
Impact Impact

Project sites ●

Risks related to physical climate change like extreme weather events make it difficult 
for us to meet project schedules. If we are not prepared enough, this may cause 
serious damage to our assets such as collapse or damage of facilities, water pollution 
and delayed delivery of equipment and materials. Also, our stakeholders including 
clients are increasingly asking for GHG reduction at construction sites, and climate 
change has serious impact on the workplaces.

Supply chain or 
value chain

●

We assess delays of material transportation due to physical climate change, such as 
typhoons, heavy rain and snow, and the impact of raw materials damaged by extreme 
weather on the supply chain. Also, as GHG emissions during plant operation may vary 
depending on our plant design, the value chain is greatly affected.

Products and 
services

◐

There are increasing needs for products that are highly energy efficient and emit little 
GHGs. And many clients are tightening requirements such as compliance with energy 
consumption and GHG emission criteria on project contracts. Therefore, we believe 
climate change poses great risks and opportunities in regard to products and services.

Activities to 
adapt to and 
mitigate climate 
change

◐

We predicted and analyzed the impact of four extreme weathers—heavy rain, heavy 
snow, heat wave and cold spell—and drew up strategies to minimize the risks. Since 
physical climate change has great impact on our business operation, we focus on 
adapting to climate change from a long-term perspective.

R&D 
investment

◐
The R&D investment is considerably affected by increasing demands from the clients 
as well as tightening regulations and policies in regard to energy efficiency, GHG 
reduction and use of renewable energy.

Strategies and Activities regarding Climate Change

Controlling GHG Emissions

At Samsung Engineering, we set up mid-to-long-term goals to reduce GHG emissions from the 
headquarters and our projects in Korea and overseas and perform diverse activities to meet 
them. In 2019, many overseas projects used accommodations that are not included in the scope 
of our company’s GHG emissions and engaged in diverse energy reduction campaigns, which 
significantly reduced GHG emissions from accommodations and vehicles.

GHG Emissions1)

Category 2017 2018 20193)

Direct emissions (Scope 1, tCO2e) 66,877 42,703 18,308

Indirect emissions (Scope 2, tCO2e) 16,018 20,964 20,746

Direct and indirect emissions (tCO2e) 82,894 63,667 39,054

Temporary facilities at project sites 41,685 33,993 18,322

Headquarters building 11,294 11,546 10,757

Construction equipment 17,001 4,493 4,398

Vehicles 12,914 13,635 5,577

Direct and indirect GHG emission intensity
(tCO2e/KRW in billions)

15.0 11.6 6.1

Other indirect emissions (Scope 3, tCO2e) 155,555 161,008 163,391

Subcontractors (construction equipment at sites) 103,283 104,276 106,013

O&M facilities2) 42,392 46,523 44,415

Overseas business trips by air 9,341 7,520 9,168

Employee commuting (shuttle bus) 462 361 365

Leased assets 77 2,328 3,429

Reducing GHG Emissions at Construction Sites: ADNOC Refining Crude Flexibility Project
The ADNOC Refining Crude Flexibility Project is located at Ruwais, 250 kilometers from Abu Dhabi. 
As the accommodations can’t use power grids, we use power generators for electricity, consuming 
about 3 million liters of diesel a year. GHG emitted in this way account for 40 percent of the total 
GHG emissions in our company, so we took measures to reduce the use of the generators. In 
summer, especially, air conditioners are on for long hours in the accommodations even after 
employees leave for work. So, we launched a campaign to turn off all the air conditioners in the 
accommodations before the employees leave for work and turn them back on one hour before they 
leave office. This reduced the use of diesel by 780,000 liters and GHG emissions by 2,103tCO2e.

Reducing GHG Emissions from Product Use: JUPC EO/EG Project
The client of the JUPC EO/EG Project in Saudi Arabia asked us to reduce GHG emissions, water 
use and waste generation 5 percent. So, we added waste heat recovery devices to recycle 
waste heat and ethylene recovery units to decrease the speed of cycle gas purge1) and save 
energy consumption. Also, the change of refrigerants is expected to lower the energy demand 
of the cooling systems at least 33 percent and reduce GHG emissions by 14,773 tons a year. 
Through various efforts like this, we expect to reduce GHG emissions by 56,955 tons and energy 
consumption by 281TJ a year in all our projects compared to the original plan. 

Managing GHG Emissions from Logistics

Samsung Engineering measures and manages GHG emissions from transporting raw and 
subsidiary materials used for plant construction. We keep identifying competent suppliers in 
the regions where our project sites are located and systematically implement logistics plans to 
optimize transportation. In 2019, many projects began in earnest and transportation of modules 
increased, which increased logistics and GHG emissions. 

GHG Emissions from Logistics

Category 2017 2018 2019

GHG emissions from logistics (tCO2e)1) 16,224 10,440 17,831

Response to 
Climate Change
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STRATEGIC 
DIRECTION

Reducing GHG 
emissions at 

construction sites

Reducing GHG 
emissions at the 

headquarters

Managing 
Scope 31)

emissions

Expanding 
support 

to suppliers

ACTIVITIES

•  Set and implement 
GHG reduction goals in 
all projects and monitor 
the performance 

•  Distribute the guideline 
for reducing GHG 
emissions

•  Perform activities to 
reduce GHG emissions 
(change the lights-out  
time, enhance the efficiency  
of air-conditioning and 
heating, manage company 
vehicles, etc.)

•  Apply new methods and  
technologies to plant  
operation and manage  
suppliers’ use of 
construction equipment

•  Manage emissions from 
logistics and employees’ 
business trips and 
commute

•  Provide tools to 
measure GHG 
emissions from 
construction equipment 

•  Distribute the guideline 
for reducing GHG 
emissions

1)  Purge: The process of ventilating 
places before ignition to discharge 
gas that is not burned to the 
outside

1)  GHG emissions from facilities 
not owned or controlled by the 
company

1)  We calculated the GHG emissions in 
accordance with the distance-based 
method and applied the emission 
coefficient of freight’s weight and 
distance.

1)  There may be difference of less 
than 1 tCO2e from the actual value 
because we rounded off to the 
nearest whole numbers. 

2)  The figures for the O&M facilities 
refer to GHG emissions caused by 
the operation of sewage/wastewater 
treatment facilities and incineration 
facilities.

3)  2019 goal of direct and indirect GHG 
emissions: 98,872 tCO2e

Supply Chain EnvironmentLocal CommunityEmployeesRisk ManagementEthics & ComplianceGovernance



Environment 
Education
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Using Energy Efficiently

Samsung Engineering sets up targets to reduce energy consumption at the headquarters and project 
sites in Korea and overseas and takes various measures to meet them. The consumption of diesel 
decreased significantly compared to the previous year because we kept engaging in energy reduction 
activities and bought electricity from outside instead of using power generators in the projects.  

Energy Consumption

Category 2017 2018 20192)

Energy consumption (GJ)1) 1,075,991 778,221 423,179

Direct energy consumption (GJ) 937,475 611,321 263,835

Gasoline 84,305 73,919 54,136

Diesel 836,950 516,512 178,966

Kerosene 75 62 9,834

LNG 16,107 20,784 20,867

LPG 38 44 32 

Indirect energy consumption (GJ) 134,165 162,257 154,685

Electricity 113,888 140,343 142,931

Heat and steam 20,277 21,914 11,754

Renewable energy consumption (GJ) 4,351 4,643 4,659

Solar power 22 38 49

Geothermal power 4,329 4,605 4,610

Energy intensity (GJ/KRW in billions) 194.4 142.0 66.5

1)  Energy consumption is the sum of direct and indirect energy consumption of the headquarters and all project sites in 
Korea and overseas. As overseas sites account for the majority of our project sites, energy consumption is based on the 
net calorific value as per IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) Guidelines. Based on the Guidelines on the 
Operation of the Greenhouse Gas and Energy Target Management System, we converted the figures into the total calorific 
value by using the ratio of net calorific value to total calorific value for each state of matter.

2) 2019 goal of direct and indirect energy consumption: 1,265,846GJ (351,624Mwh)

Environment Education at Sites

To engage in more effective environment management, we offer environment education to 
everyone working at the sites. We also provide special education according to the sites’ 
characteristics, such as management of wastes, dust or chemicals. We manage the hours of 
environment education in each month as index to monitor whether education was provided 
sufficiently. We also manage, as index, participation in activities to improve the environment at the 
sites to urge everyone’s participation.

Environment Management and Education at Sites

Category 2017 2018 2019

Violations of environmental laws and regulations (cases) 0 0 0

Environment management expenses (KRW in millions)1) 12,317 8,405 4,316

Hours of environment education at sites (hours) 151,696 113,342 168,815

Environment education at sites (hours/person·month) 0.3 0.5 0.5

Participation in activities to improve the environment
(cases/person·month)

0.26 0.30 0.28

1)  Environment management expenses are the sum of waste treatment costs and environmental preservation expenses 
(costs for operating environmental pollution prevention facilities) at domestic sites. In 2018, the cost for managing dust 
greatly decreased because of the completion of some projects. 
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How much the company or society changed 
positively or negatively because of the 
outcomes

Business outcomes on the company 
level and outcomes of a single program 
for activities in a certain sector like social 
contribution activities

Using data that company disclosed based 
on laws and regulations, statistics from 
national agencies/ international organizations 
and results of academic papers from Korea 
and overseas

Impact Targets of impact valuation Method of impact valuation

Impact Valuation
At Samsung Engineering, we are aware of our positive or negative impact on economy, society, 
and environment and strive to fulfill our responsibilities. In 2019, we assessed the impact of our 
financial and non-financial outcomes on society with the PwC Total Impact Measurement and 
Management (TIMM) method, and transparently disclose the result in this report.

Total Impact 
Measurement 
& Management 
(TIMM)

Value Measurement Aspects1) 

1)  To measure the social value, we used official statistics from government agencies and international organizations and existing research data based on the 
performance data managed by the company and came up with reasonable assumptions, so this year’s monetary value may change in the future. 

2)  Due to insufficient data collection, we reflected education and training expenses, which are expenses paid for educational impact. 
3)  We excluded the outcomes related to GHG reduction through products and services (ex. building eco-friendly plants such as solar power facilities) because 

the company can’t directly control or manage them. 

Economics

Present or future 
impact on GDP

•  Salaries    The sum of the employees’ salaries, salaries of the suppliers’ 
employees and the consumption of the employees’ households

•  Profit    Profit of the year (profit that is currently created)

•  Investment    The sum of expenses to acquire tangible assets and capital 
expenditure (contribution to creating future profit)

•  Intangible assets    The sum of depreciation expenses of intangible assets and 
R&D expenses (contributing to creating future profit)

Tax

Impact on public 
finances through 
tax payment

•  Income tax   The sum of corporate tax, corporate withholding tax and municipal 
income tax

•  Property tax   The sum of property tax, comprehensive real estate holding tax, 
acquisition tax, residence tax and registration and license tax

•  Production tax   The sum of tariffs, stamp tax and VAT

•  Employee tax   The sum of employee withholding tax and the company’s share 
of the four major social insurance payment

Result of Samsung Engineering’s TIMM
(Unit: KRW in 100 millions)

Scope and Characteristics
POSITIVE NEGATIVE

Positive impact of Samsung Engineering’s business 
operation

Direct Impact

Positive impact of business operation of suppliers on 
which Samsung Engineering has influence

Indirect Impact

Positive impact of employees working at Samsung 
Engineering and suppliers while they lead their life

Induced Impact

Negative impact of Samsung Engineering’s business 
operation

Direct Impact

Negative impact of business operation of suppliers on 
which Samsung Engineering has influence

Indirect Impact

Negative impact of employees working at Samsung 
Engineering and suppliers while they lead their life

Induced Impact

*Measurement boundary: Same as the report’s reporting boundary, Measurement period: 2019

Production tax

344.8
Property tax

40.3
Income tax

2,367.7
Employee tax

1,969.7

Profit

4,793.2

Investment

1,566.7

Intangible assets

384.9

Health & Safety

-1.3

Welfare

657.8 

Salaries

9,817.6

Contribution to 
solving social issues
(fostering future talent)

33.2
Work-life balance

13.3 

Education & 
Training

19.3 

Investment in 
social contribution

232.3 

GHGs - Process

-79.3

Water

-0.8

KRW 2.2159 trillion

Society

Impact in regard to 
better quality of life of 
members of society

•  Contribution to solving social issues    Social value created from signature 
social contribution programs including Junior Engineering Academy,  
Eco-generation and Global Hope Libraries 

•  Education & Training    Education and training expenses for developing 
employees’ expertise2)

•  Health & Safety    Loss from employees’ health and safety incidents

•  Work-Life balance    Social value created from supporting childcare leave for 
employees

•  Welfare    Impact of employees’ production activities and increase in value added

•  Investment in social contribution (excluding outcomes of contribution to 
solving social issues)   Impact of recipients’ production activities, value added 
and increased employment

Environment3)

Impact on natural 
environment

•  GHGs   Social expenses caused by GHG emissions from buildings and  
project sites

•  Water Social expenses caused by water use in buildings and project sites

EN
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N
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Financial 
Statements

External 
Evaluation

Awards

Brief Consolidated Statements of Financial Position1)

(Unit: KRW)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Assets

I. Current assets 3,303,141,391,939 2,972,577,926,292 2,883,778,343,263

II. Non-current assets 1,780,683,009,493 1,655,935,225,015 1,661,469,493,120

Total assets 5,083,824,401,432 4,628,513,151,307 4,545,247,836,383

Liabilities

I. Current liabilities 3,678,031,909,377 3,351,176,627,566 2,949,341,947,064

II. Non-current liabilities 401,127,711,175 243,566,862,927 293,035,068,009

Total liabilities 4,079,159,620,552 3,594,743,490,493 3,242,377,015,073

Equity

Equity attributable to 
owners of the Parent

1,026,186,548,178 1,054,980,745,068 1,322,846,759,630

I. Capital stock 980,000,000,000 980,000,000,000 980,000,000,000

II. Capital surplus - - -

III. Retained earnings 169,590,584,898 233,681,869,646 526,287,578,553

IV. Other reserves (123,404,036,720) (158,701,124,578) (183,440,818,923)

Non-controlling interest (21,521,767,298) (21,211,084,254) (19,975,938,320)

Total equity 1,004,664,780,880 1,033,769,660,814 1,302,870,821,310

Total liabilities and equity 5,083,824,401,432 4,628,513,151,307 4,545,247,836,383

Brief Consolidated Statements of Income1)

(Unit: KRW)

Category 2017 2018 2019

I. Revenue 5,536,227,288,788 5,479,801,108,738 6,367,980,186,611

II. Cost of sales 5,174,802,017,701 4,931,853,066,870 5,605,758,714,175

III. Gross profit 361,425,271,087 547,948,041,868 762,221,472,436

Ⅳ. Operating profit 46,895,480,879 206,080,791,050 385,475,795,703

Ⅴ. Profit (loss) before income tax (29,648,076,396) 170,176,657,780 400,538,064,563

VI. Profit (loss) for the year (52,146,427,413) 70,196,435,473 295,580,645,070

Category Ranking Description

Overseas
Oil & Gas Middle East Top 30 
EPC Companies (Ranked 25th)

Ranking by Oil & Gas Middle East, a Middle Eastern
economic magazine.
Based on performance in hydrocarbon sector and 
company’s financial condition, etc.

Overseas
Chemical Week Ranking for 
Global E&C Revenue 
(Ranked 16th)

Ranking by Chemical Week, an American hydrocarbon 
business magazine.
Based on revenue, etc.

Overseas
ENR The Top 250 International 
Contractors (Ranked 45th)

Ranking by Engineering News Record, an American 
construction and engineering magazine.
Based on overseas revenue.

Overseas

Listed on the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Index (DJSI), 
Asia Pacific in the Construction & 
Engineering sector

Assessed by S&P Dow Jones, Robeco SAM.
Based on assessment of sustainability in economic,
social and environmental aspects.

Category Award Description

Overseas |
Quality

MEED Project Awards
Oil & Gas Project of the 
Year – UAE National Winner

Awarded by MEED, a Middle Eastern economic 
magazine, ADNOC Refining Carbon Black & 
Delayed Coker (CBDC) Project – Outstanding quality 
management

Korea |
Safety

Samsung Safety and Environment 
Award – Excellence Award

Awarded by Samsung Institute of Safety & Environment, 
Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek P2 Wastewater 
Treatment Project – Incident prevention at closed space 
with SMART monitoring technology 

Korea |  
Safety

2019 Contest of Best Practices 
of Health Management in 
Construction Industry – 
KOSHA CEO Prize

Awarded by KOSHA, Samsung Electronics Pyeongtaek 
P2 Air Pollution Prevention Facility Project – Samsung 
Engineering’s smart health management

Korea |
Environment

15th Construction 
Environment Management 
Contest – Korea Environment 
Corporation CEO Prize

Awarded by the Ministry of Environment and Ministry of  
Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Samsung Electronics 
Pyeongtaek P2 Wastewater Treatment Project – Waste 
reduction with modularization of major disciplines at 
the large site

Korea |
Environment

2019 CDP Korea Awards 
Carbon Management 
Honors Club

Awarded by CDP Korea, Selected as outstanding 
company in responding to climate change in Korea 
in the industrial sector

Samsung Engineering has been listed on the Dow 
Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), a global sustainability 
management benchmark by the DJSI Asia Pacific in the 
Construction & Engineering sector.

Samsung Engineering was listed on “The CDP Sector 
Honors” in the industrial sector of Korea thanks to its 
efforts in regard to disclosure, awareness, management 
and leadership in relation to response to climate change.

Financial Performance External Evaluation and Awards

1) This financial statement was prepared on a consolidated basis and in accordance with the K-IFRS.
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Memberships of 
Associations

Samsung Engineering complies with Korea’s Political Funds Act, meets social demands for 
fair transaction and prevention of corruption and contributes to industrial and technological 
developments. In addition, we are aware that expenses related to policy impacts may become 
potential risks from a mid-to long-term business perspective and manage the details and size of 
contributions on the company level.

Memberships of Associations1)

Construction Safety Managers 
Association (CSMA)

Construction Safety Managers 
Committee (CSMC)

KOSHA 18001 Council

Maekyung SEL Club
Construction Environment 
Association

Construction Health Council

Seoul Chapter, Construction 
Association of Korea

Construction Outsourcing 
Association

Korea International Trade 
Association

Korea Industrial Technology 
Association

Korea Society of Fire Protection 
Professional Engineers

Korea Fire Safety 
Association

Korea Institute of Plant 
Engineering & Construction

Seoul Chamber of Commerce
Seoul Chapter, Korea Institute 
of Registered Architects

International Contractors 
Association of Korea

Korea Fair Competition Federation
Korea Construction 
Engineers Association

Korea Professional Engineers 
Association

Korea Fire Facility Association
Korea Engineering & 
Consulting Association

Korea Electrical Contractors 
Association

Korea Electric Engineers 
Association

Korea Information Communication 
Contractors Association

Korea Plant Industries Association

1) As of the end of March 2020. Support for CSR principles or external initiatives is under internal consideration.

Contribution to Industrial Development
(Unit: KRW in millions)

Category 2017 2018 2019

Political contributions1) 0 0 0

Association expenses2) 965 821 754

1)  Political contributions include contributions to political parties, political entities, politicians, lobbying institutes and 
lobbyists and contributions to political campaigns.

2)  Association expenses include fees to associations that contribute to the development of the construction and 
engineering industries, contributions to associations that pursue invigoration of the market economy or health and 
safety management, and support for employees to maintain their qualifications as technicians or experts.

Major Association Expenses	
(Unit: KRW in millions)

Category 2017 2018 2019

International 
Contractors 
Association of Korea

Development of the 
construction and 
engineering industries

398 353 368

Construction 
Association of Korea

Development of the 
construction and 
engineering industries

282 273 212

Seoul Chamber of 
Commerce

Support for the market 
economy 91 97 103

Associations GHG Verification Statement
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Third Party’s Assurance Statement
To the Readers of 2019 SAMSUNG ENGINEERING Sustainability Report:

Foreword 

Korea Management Registrar Inc. (hereinafter “KMR”) has been requested by of SAMSUNG ENGINEERING to verify the contents of its 
2019 Sustainability Report (Hereby referred to as “the Report”). SAMSUNG ENGINEERING is responsible for the collection and presentation 
of information included in the Report. KMR’s responsibility is to carry out assurance engagement on specific data and information in the 
assurance scope stipulated below.
 

Scope and Standard

SAMSUNG ENGINEERING describes its efforts and achievements of the corporate social responsibility activities in the Report. KMR performed 
a type2, moderate level of assurance using AA1000AS (2008) and SRV1000 from KMR Global Sustainability Committee as assurance 
standards. KMR’s assurance team(hereinafter “the team”) evaluated the adherence to Principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness, 
and the reliability of the selected GRI Standards indices as below, where professional judgment of the team was exercised as materiality criteria.

The team checked whether the Report has been prepared in accordance with the ‘Core Option’ of GRI Standards which covers the followings.

• GRI Standards Reporting Principles
• Universal Standards
• Topic Specific Standards
 - Management approach of Topic Specific Standards
 - Economic Performance : 201-1, 201-2, 201-3
 - Indirect Economic Impacts : 203-1, 203-2
 - Anti-Corruption : 205-1, 205-2
 - Materials : 301-1
 - Energy : 302-1, 302-2, 302-3, 302-4, CRE1
 - Water : 303-1, 303-2, 303-3, CRE2 
 - Emissions : 305-1, 305-2, 305-3, 305-4, 305-5, CRE3, CRE4
 - Effluents and Waste : 306-2
 - Environmental Compliance : 307-1
 - Supplier Environmental Assessment : 308-2
 - Employment : 401-2, 401-3
 - Occupational Health and Safety : 403-2, CRE6
 - Training and Education : 404-1, 404-2
 - Diversity and Equal Opportunity : 405-1, 405-2
 - Human Rights Assessment : 412-2
 - Local Communities : 413-1, CRE7
 - Supplier Social Assessment : 414-2
 - Public Policy : 415-1
 - Customer Health and Safety : 416-1
 - Economic and Social Compliance : 419-1

This Report excludes data and information of joint corporate, contractor etc. which is outside of the organization, i.e. SAMSUNG ENGINEERING, 
among report boundaries.

Our Approach

In order to verify the contents of the Report within an agreed scope of assurance in accordance with the assurance standard, the team has 
carried out an assurance engagement as follows:

• Reviewed overall report
• Reviewed materiality test process and methodology 
• Reviewed sustainability management strategies and targets
• Reviewed stakeholder engagement activities
• Interviewed people in charge of preparing the Report

Our Conclusion

Based on the results we have obtained from material reviews and interviews, we had several discussions with SAMSUNG ENGINEERING 
on the revision of the Report. We reviewed the Report’s final version in order to confirm that our recommendations for improvement and our 
revisions have been reflected. When reviewing the results of the assurance, the assurance team could not find any inappropriate contents in 
the Report to the compliance with the principles stipulated below. Nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that the data 
included in the verification scope are not presented appropriately.

Inclusivity  Inclusivity is the participation of stakeholders in developing and achieving an accountable and strategic response to 
sustainability

  -  SAMSUNG ENGINEERING is developing and maintaining stakeholder communication channels in various forms and 
levels in order to make a commitment to be responsible for the stakeholders. The assurance team could not find any 
critical stakeholder SAMSUNG ENGINEERING left out during this procedure.

Materiality  Materiality is determining the relevance and significance of an issue to an organization and its stakeholders. A material 
issue is an issue that will influence the decisions, actions, and performance of an organization or its stakeholders.

  -  SAMSUNG ENGINEERING is determining the materiality of issues found out through stakeholder communication 
channels through its own materiality evaluation process, and the assurance team could not find any critical issues 
left out in this process.

Responsiveness  Responsiveness is an organization’s response to stakeholder issues that affect its sustainability performance and is 
realized through decisions, actions, and performance, as well as communication with stakeholders.

  -  The assurance team could not find any evidence that SAMSUNG ENGINEERING’s counter measures to critical 
stakeholder issues were inappropriately recorded in the Report.

We could not find any evidence the Report was not prepared in accordance with the ‘Core Option’ of GRI standards.

Recommendation for Improvement

We hope the Report is actively used as a communication tool with stakeholders and we recommend the following for continuous improvements.

•  Samsung Engineering led the effort to realize social value as a global corporate citizen and strengthened its risk responsiveness in different 
ways to improve the organization’s sustainability. It recognized the improvement of safety and health, internalization of ethical management 
and anti-corruption, and sustainability of suppliers as its key sustainability issues and provided a detailed report on them. The company 
is advised to set mid- to long-term ESG strategic goals at the company level and continuously enhance its sustainable management 
mechanism.

Our Independence

With the exception of providing third party assurance services, KMR is not involved in any other SAMSUNG ENGINEERING’s business 
operations that are aimed at making profit in order to avoid any conflicts of interest and to maintain independence.
 

June, 2nd, 2020

CEO
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Universal Standards (GRI 100)

Topics Indicators Page Remarks

GRI 102:
Organizational 
Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 4 

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 6 

102-3 Location of headquarters 4 

102-4 Location of operations 7 

102-5 Ownership and legal form 53 

102-6 Markets served 4, 6-7

102-7 Scale of the organization 4, 6-7

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 37

102-9 Supply chain 68

102-10
Significant changes to the organization and 
its supply chain

6-7, 68

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 58-60

102-12 External initiatives 80

102-13 Membership of associations 80

GRI 102:
Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 2-3

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities
20, 28, 34, 42,  

58-60

GRI 102:
Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 56 Refer to our ethical 
management website 
(www.sei-audit.com).102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 54-55

GRI 102:
Governance

102-18 Governance structure 50 

102-19 Delegating authority 50-52

102-20
Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, 
and social topics

50-52

102-21
Consulting stakeholders on economic, environmental, 
and social topics

50-52

102-22
Composition of the highest governance body and 
its committees

52

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 50

102-24 Nominating and selecting the highest governance body 50 

102-25 Conflicts of interest 50-52

102-26
Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, 
values, and strategy

50-52

102-27 Collective knowledge of highest governance body 50-52

102-28 Evaluating the highest governance body’s performance 50-52

102-29
Identifying and managing economic, environmental, 
and social impacts

50-52

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management processes 50-52

102-31 Review of economic, environmental, and social topics 18-19, 50-52 

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting 18-19, 50-52 

102-33 Communicating critical concerns 18-19, 50-52 

102-34 Nature and total number of critical concerns 18-19

102-35 Remuneration policies 51

102-36 Process for determining remuneration 51 

Topics Indicators Page Remarks

GRI 102:
Stakeholder 
Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 15, 18-19

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 38

For important decision 
making, the SAU Council 

collects demands and 
opinions from employees. 

The agreements are applied 
to all employees excluding 

executives (98.9%).

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 18-19

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 18-19

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 18-19

GRI 102:
Reporting Practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements -
Refer to p.10-11 of 

the Business Report.

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 19, 20, 28, 34, 42

102-47 List of material topics 18-19

102-48 Restatements of information 15, 37, 40

102-49 Changes in reporting -
No major changes within 

the reporting period.

102-50 Reporting period 1 

102-51 Date of most recent report 1 July 2019

102-52 Reporting cycle 1 Every year

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 88

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 1 

102-55 GRI content index 84-87

102-56 External assurance 82-83

Economic Performance (GRI 200)

Topics Indicators Page Remarks

GRI 103:
Management 
Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 18-19

103-2 The management approach and its components 4-7, 14-15, 18-19
Refer to p.19 for the 
company’s policy for 
each material topic.

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 4-7, 14-15, 18-19
Refer to p.19 for the 
company’s policy for 
each material topic.

GRI 201:
Economic 
Performance

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 6-7

201-2
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities 
due to climate change

72-74

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans 62

GRI 203:
Indirect Economic 
Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported 14-15, 64-67

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 18-19, 76-77

GRI 205:
Anti-corruption

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption 54

205-2
Communication and training about anti-corruption 
policies and procedures

55-56

GRI Standards Index
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Environmental Performance (GRI 300)

Topics Indicators Page Remarks

GRI 103:
Management 
Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 18-19

103-2 The management approach and its components 70-74
Refer to p.19 for the 
company’s policy for 
each material topic.

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach 70-74
Refer to p.19 for the 
company’s policy for 
each material topic.

GRI 301:
Materials

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume -

For key raw and subsidiary 
materials, there are concrete, 

steel structure, machinery, 
pipes, electrical cables, 

instrumental cables, 
aggregates and recycled 

aggregates, and we monitor 
the use every month. 

GRI 302:
Energy

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 74

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the organization 74

302-3 Energy intensity 74

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 74

CRE1 Building energy intensity -
0.8 GJ/m2 (energy use ratio to 
the total building floor area of 
the headquarters1) building)

GRI 303:
Water

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 70

303-2 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water 70

303-3 Water recycled and reused 70

CRE2 Building water intensity -
1.1 ton/m2 (water use ratio to 
the total building floor area of 

the headquarters building)

GRI 305:
Emissions

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 73

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 73

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions 73

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 73

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 73

CRE3 Greenhouse gas emissions intensity from buildings -

0.08 tCO2e/m2

(GHG emissions ratio to the 
total building floor area of the 

headquarters building)

CRE4
Greenhouse gas emissions intensity from construction 
and redevelopment activities

-
4.38 tCO2e/KRW in billions 

(onsite GHG emissions ratio 
to the total revenue)

GRI 306 :
Effluents and Waste

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 71

GRI 307:
Environmental 
Compliance

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 74

GRI 308 :
Supplier 
Environmental 
Assessment 

308-2
Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and 
actions taken

68-69

1) The headquarters building includes the Global Engineering Center and Environmental Technology Development Center, our company’s research center.

Social Performance (GRI 400)

Topics Indicators Page Remarks

GRI 103:
Management 
Approach

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 18-19

103-2 The management approach and its components
20-24, 28-31,  
34-41, 61-69 

Refer to p.19 for the 
company’s policy for 
each material topic.

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach
20-24, 28-31,  
34-41, 61-69 

Refer to p.19 for the 
company’s policy for 
each material topic.

GRI 401:
Employment

401-2
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided 
to temporary or part-time employees

61-63

401-3 Parental leave 61-62

GRI 403:
Occupational
Health and Safety

403-2
Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost 
days, and absenteeism, and number of work-related fatalities

23

The indicated incident 
rates include incidents 
to our employees and 
suppliers working in all 
our places of operation.

CRE6
Percentage of the organization operating in verified 
compliance with an internationally recognized health and 
safety management system

-
100%. All our operations 

are certified by ISO 45001 
and KOSHA 18001.

GRI 404:
Training and 
Education

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 30

404-2
Programs for upgrading employee skills and 
transition assistance programs

30-31, 62

GRI 405:
Diversity and Equal 
Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 31, 37

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 37

GRI 412 :
Human Rights 
Assessment

412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or procedures 36

GRI 413:
Local Communities

413-1
Operations with local community engagement, 
impact assessments, and development programs

34-35, 64-67

100%, An initial 
environmental impact 

assessment is conducted 
on every project before 
starting construction or 
upon receiving an order.

CRE7
Number of persons voluntarily and involuntarily displaced 
and/or resettled by development, broken down by project

-
0 cases. No such cases 

have been identified 
to date.

GRI 414:
Supplier Social 
Assessment

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken 68-69

GRI 415:
Public Policy

415-1 Political contributions 80

GRI 416:
Customer Health 
and Safety

416-1
Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and 
service categories

-

100%, We check all 
safety factors through 

risk assessments prior to 
every project.

GRI 419:
Socioeconomic 
Compliance

419-1
Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and 
economic area

- 0 cases
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